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Foreword

In this issue, President JosephE. Estrada grapples with the antithesis
between economic development and humanrights. Heoffers insights
on improving humanrights cooperationin the dual contextofinterre-
lationships among membersof the Asia-Pacific Forum of National
HumanRights Institutions and relationship with governments and
internationalinstitutions. He urges conferenceparticipants to devise
a plan of action to address the manifold issues surrounding human
rights, developmentandglobalization.

In three succeeding articles, Commission on HumanRights (CHR)
Chair Aurora P. Navarrete-Recifia zeroes in on humanrights educa-

tion as a partnership,a civic education concern, and as a mobilization

effort.

Article 1 dissects the structure of cooperation between and amongthe
Commission and its multisectoral partners, describes generalroles,
identifies limitations and obstacles to its programsandservices, lays

downpolicy and operational options to address them, and bareschal-
lenges that must be confronted; Article 2 relates humanrights educa-
tion to civics, discusses two major Commission programsas vehicles
for reaching out to target clientele, and introduces innovative ap-
proaches to humanrights educationasa civic activity; article 3 traces
the indigenous development of humanrights education at the CHR
level---from programsandservices provided under the CHRPlan of
Action to multisectoral initiatives operating within the objectives and
targets set by the Philippine HumanRights Education DecadePlan.

Commissioners Nasser A. Marohomsalic and Jorge R. Coquia, both
regular contributorsto this publication, discuss domestic humanrights
problems and challenges and academic freedom, respectively.
Marohomsalic provides readers with a closer understanding of how
extremist policies, organizational weaknesses, governmentindiffer-
ence, and development aggression, among others underminethe pro-
motion of human rights. Coquia waxes legalistic as he pursues a
broaderdefinition of academic freedomciting international and con-

stitutional documents as well as jurisprudence.
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a onEpar 
n the past, we have expressed concern on the
practice of some developingcountries to insure
our economic,social and cultural rights, unless

we can exercise our civil and political rights [sic].

True, a hungry man doesnot have freedom ofchoice.
But equally true, when a well-fed man does not have

freedom of choice, he cannot protect himself against

going hungry.

I do not see how economic and social rights can be
fully advanced unless the lowerstrata of society is

Speech of His Excellency President Joseph Ejercito Estrada at the Opening
Ceremony of the 4th Asia Pacific Forum of the National Human Rights
Institutions held at the Cultural Center of the Philippines, Manila on Septem-
ber 6, 1999,
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finally freed from the chains of poverty. It is poverty
that prevents people's participation in the affairs of
the State and the meaningfulexercise of their right to
choose responsible leaders.

Theissue of the state of economic andsocial rights in
developing countriesis part of the larger question of
whether development and humanrights are in conflict
with each other. Take for granted humanrights to
promote economic growth. We have now gradually
come to terms in acknowledging the importance of
economic and social rights side by side with our
commonaspirations of protecting civil and political
rights. However,thereis still muchto do,for I believe

that we havenotreally resolved withfull satisfaction
the contradiction between economic development and
humanrights in general.

In my ownview, both economic andsocial rights, on

the one hand, andcivil and political rights, on the

other, are equally threatened in the handsof a stern
and impersonal authority, in the words of the great
Filipino humanrights advocate Jose W. Diokno: "We
cannot enjoy civil and political rights unless we enjoy
economic, cultural and social rights, anymore than we
can. There are those whothink that economic devel-
opment should prevail over humanrights, while
others believe in development with a humanface.
Both sides have their respective following -
economists, businessmen andinvestors for the former;
humanrights advocates, social workers, civil society
organizations, and the poorfor thelatter.

Thefirst is grounded onthefree play of marketforces.
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Its adherents argue that wealth must comefirst before
everybody can have his equitable share. The second
is based on the argumentthat development mustbear
a human dimension. Its proponents say that respect
for humanrights and the pusuit of economic growth
must go handin hand.

Both arguments put challenge on the government,
which must assumethe responsibility of producing
wealth and equitably distributing it. It is placed ina
particularly challenging but painful dilemma. It must
consider the interest and demands of businessif it
wishes to achieve economic growth and, at the same

time, protect the vulnerable and weakersectors of

society in the process of change.

It is a tough balancing act. Either way, the government
invites social and political dissent. Growth is
imperative to feed the hungry masses, but
freewheeling growth, can also promotesocial unrest.
But a government must govern and it must pursue

this by broadening the avenues for consensus in the
shaping of policies among the various sectors of
society.

The government's task becomes more complicated in
the face of globalization becauseit is locked in stiff
competition with the other countries for scarce
resources and opportunities. In many instances,
governmentsare criticized for making decisions cal-
culated to secure investors' confidence but appear
disadvantageousto underprivileged sectors. Observ-
ers are alarmedthat protective shields built around
the weak and the impoverishedbyexisting legislation

3
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and regulations are constantly being eroded by glo-
bal competition.

They often ask why some developing countries are
long on traditional economic programsbut short on
programs to improvethe quality of life for all. The
1998 human developmentreport, for example, shows
that "of the 4.4 billion people in developing countries,
nearly three-fifths lack basic sanitation; almost a third
has noaccess to clean water; a quarter does not have

adequate housing;anda fifth has no access to modern
health services."

Despite many international human rights laws and
treaties, governments of developing countries are
blamed by their constituents and critics for alleged
half-hearted commitments to human rights. That is
why, today, youareall gathered in this forum to ask
whythis is so, to share experiences andinsights, and
to exchangenotes andoffer solutions to this problem.

If I may suggest, the first step towardsthis endis to
admit there is a wide gap that must be bridged
between governmentand human rights advocates on
the issue of development. At the same time, we must
recognize that our objectives should meet. We should
set aside differences arising from our respective bi-
ases for the time being and take the debate andpro-
ceedings here with an open mind.

The secondstep is to submit ourselvesto setof self-
evident principles, such as the scarcity of economic
resources and globalization.
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Finally, we mustsift through possibilities with an eye
to separating what is immediately doable from what
could take years to accomplish.

Noright-thinking political leadership will deny the
supreme position of human development and human
rights in their scheme of things. This is a painful
lesson straight out of ourhistorical past.

As we all know, humanrights is written in the charter
of the United Nations. The United Nationsitself is
product of the apprehensions of the international
community over experiencing again theill -effects of
globalization.

At the same time, we mustalso set our sights accross

the horizon for more exciting possibilities. A dynamic
and committed citizenry can, indeed, contribute to a

developing country's economic strength. But an
enlightened citizenry can also celebrate the majesty
of political and human freedom. We haveto convince
everyone that ensuring the basic needsof the people
is a fruitful investment, particularly among develop-
ing economies.

There is likewise wisdom in thinking that
globalization, which can serve as a negative factor in
humanrights development, is an international

phenomenon that demandstheserious attention of
all nations. No single country can be expected to stand
by and watchothers grow fast with the same economic
opportunities it avoided in observance of human
rights.
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It is now up to this forum to devise a plan of action.
The Asia Pacific forum represents a sizable population
of 1.6 billion, including countries moving towards
organizing their respecive national human rights
institutions.

The sheer diversity in economic, social and political
circumtances of the countries represented here
provides a wealth of experiences and data that are
critical in shaping developmentpolicies. With a well-
conceived program, this forum can becomeaninflu-
ential resource for governmental and inter-
governmental bodies.

At most, heads of governments would only be con-
strained in their pursuit of developmentby their own
peoples needs, priorities and, aspirations, as well as
the considerations of scarce resources and global
competitiveness; admittedly, there will still be a few
who would be driven to excesses, probably by their
own misdirected enthusiasm.

Onthe other hand, humanrights advocates cannot be
faulted for their strong denunciations of the
indifference of governments towards humanrights
concerns.

There are standinginternational agreements onhumanrights to
whichmost governments are parties. Itis only proper that they
should be held accountable for their commitments.

Sinceall of us agree in our humanrights aspirations,
working together should notbe difficult. Asa good
starting point, we address policies and programsthat
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considerthe rights of vulnerable and underprivileged
groups. This should give humanrights proponents a
louder voice in determining the allocation of scarce
economic resources to government programs and
provide then with a stronger handin designing safety
nets aginst the inter-governmental bodies.

This forum, therefore, should make its presencefelt

in appropriate regional and international fora. It
should employ its vast reservoir of goodwill to
interact with individual governments and maintain
constant communications with United Nations
agencies to foster coordination.

Aboveall, both governments and humanrights ad-

vocates, particularly those representing the Aspac
forum, should work as partners - not as clients and
consultants - and shouldstrive to discard the mutual
suspicions that for years have driven a wedge between
those before them. They shouldstrive to discard the
mutual suspicion that has separated them for years.
Both must show the world that this partnership is an
idea whosetime has come.



 
NGOs: HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATORS
IN THE PHILIPPINES BEFORE THE
CREATION OF THE COMMISSION
ON HUMAN RIGHTS

he birth of the Philippine Commission on
Human Rights on May 5, 1987 may be
considered the offshoot of the relentless

struggle for justice of the victims of humanrights

*Paper presented at the "Regional Workshop of the Asia-Pacific Forum of

National HumanRights Institutions and Non-Governmental Organizations:
Working in Partnership" held in Kandy, Sri Lanka on 26-28 July 1999. The
paper wasprepared with the assistance of Ana Elzy E. Ofreneo, CHR's Director
of the Human Rights Education and Research Office and Benedicto G. Antazo,

CHR-HERO Chief of the Development and Production Division.
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violations (HRVs) and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) during and after the rule of
Marcos.

The martial rule and its secret marshals unleashed so
muchterror amongthecitizenry, but succeeded only
in putting more fire to the cause-oriented and non-
governmental organizations. In the early martial law
(ML) period, NGOs and enlightened, politicised
individuals clandestinely organized teach-ins and
discussion groups on humanrights in the urban areas
as well as hinterlands. Because all communication
media were controlled, they secretly produced and
disseminated posters from recycled newspapers,
leaflets, and flyers on humanrights abuses andcalled
for action from thecitizens.

Outside the country, they conducted campaigns
against repression and oppression obtaining from
martial law. NGOs goadedvictimsto file, or by
themselvesfiled complaints with the United Nations
usingall their documented cases of HRVs. Thus, with
the help of NGOs, the UN wasable to establish the
gross and systematic violations of human rights by
the Marcos government. Somehow,this caused the
international community to put pressure on Marcos.

Withtheir relentless and untiring advocacy on human
rights from 1972-1982, NGOsandpolitical opposition
parties easily drew millions of Filipinos out to the
streets from 1983 till the fall of Marcos in 1986.
Filipinos, led by fearless NGOs, cause-oriented

groups, political opposition party leaders and
victims, flooded the urban streets crying for justice
for all victims of HRVs, including the staunchpolitical

9
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opponent of Marcos, the slain Senator Benigno
Aquino,Jr. They organized a series of simultaneous
innovative meta-legal remedies for their grievances
including telephone andletter brigades, yellow
confettis, indignation rallies, and civil disobedience

campaigns.

Intense local and international pressures forced
Marcosto call for a snap presidential election in
February 1986. The widow of Sen. Aquino waspitted
against him. Byall official election counts, Marcos
was winning by landslide. However, some
enlightened quarters from the military thought
otherwise. They went on mutiny. But before the
mutiny fully took off the ground, Marcos discovered
it. As a strategy, the mutineers mobilized every
recognized national leader from the church,
opposition parties and NGOsto back them up. They
also sought the support of the international
community, especially the United States. Very
quickly, almost imperceptibly, followers and
supporters of said leaders swarmed over EDSA to
provide human cover to the mutineers. It thus
smoothly evolved to become the bloodless People
PowerRevolution for a period of four days (February
22-25, 1986). Marcos wasputto exile and Cory Aquino
was ensconced to the presidency over the
revolutionary government.

THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ON
HUMAN RIGHTS: ALTER EGO OF NGOs

As oneofherfirst official acts, Cory issued Executive
Order No. 8 on March 8, 1986 creating the Presidential

IO
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Committee on Human Rights or PCHR. PCHR wasa
fact-finding and advisory bodyto the President on the
promotion/ protection of human rights. Cory
appointed as PCHR membersthe victims of HRVs
and leaders of NGOs, plus a military representative.
Senator Jose W. Diokno,a political detainee and
founder/chairman of the NGO called Free Legal
Assistance Group, was chairman. Sister Mariani

Dimaranan,chairperson/founder of the NGO called

Task Force Detaineesof the Philippines andofficer of
the Association of Major Religious Superiors, was a
member. General Samuel Soriano, judge advocate
general of the ArmedForcesof the Philippines, was a
member. Other members wereleaders of militant
activists and street parliamentarians, to wit: Justice

JBL Reyes, law professor Haydee Yorac and Mrs. Nini

Avancefia. The committee named lawyer Tony
Quintos, an officer of the Civil Liberties Union,asits

Executive Director. PCHR's officers and staff mostly
came from the members'respective organizations; in
other words, from NGOs.

Thus , we had a national humanrights institution that,

in a sense, wasan alter ego of NGOs.

Through the recommendations of the PCHR, Cory
issued two trailblazing documents on human rights
education or HRE onJuly 4, 1986, i. e., Presidential

Memorandum OrderNo.20 and Executive Order No.
27. PMO 20 made HRE mandatory amongthe police
and military, especially arresting and investigating
officers. On the other hand, EO 27 made HRE

mandatoryinall levels of educational curriculum. It
also ensures that humanrights is a compulsory test
componentof all police and civil service eligibility

II
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examinations. The twin orders required all concerned
government agencies to closely coordinate with the
PCHR.

CONSTITUTIONAL CREATION OF THE
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS:
BRAINCHILD OF NGOs

In her effort to bring back full democracy, Cory created
in mid-1986 a 50-person Constitutional Commission
or ConCom. ConCom’s task was to draft a new
Philippine Constitution. The proponents anddrafters
of the humanrights provisions in the Constitution
consisted of leaders of NGOs,specifically, Atty. Rene
Sarmiento, Prof. Ed Garcia and Atty. Vic Foz. In their

original draft, they were proposing only two main
powersand functions of the Commission on Human
Rights or CHR,i.e. undertake public information and
education programs and investigate cases of human
rights violations committed by government agents.
ConCom’sfinal draft constitution gave more powers
and functions to CHR. In a national referendum on
February 2, 1987, 78% of the voting populationratified
the new constitution together withall its humanrights
provisions.

The 1987 Philippine Constitution mandates,interalia,
that:

...one of the powers andfunctionsofthe CHR is
to "establish a continuing program of research,
education and information to enhance respectfo
the primacy of human rights" (Article XIII,
Section 18, par. 5).

I2
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..all educational institutions shall "...foster
respectfor humanrights,...teach the rights and
duties ofcitizenship..." (Article XIV, Section 3,
par. 2).

Three monthsafter the new Philippine Constitution
was overwhelmingly ratified by the Filipino people,
Executive Order No. 163 issued on May 5, 1987

operationalized the creation of the present
Commission on HumanRights. All the manpower
and everything that PCHR had been doing wereall
absorbed andcarried over to the new CHR. Because
many ofits officers and staff were drawn from their
own ranks, the new CHRhas been enjoying a good
workingrelationship and rapport with NGOs.

FLOWERING OF HUMAN RIGHTS
EDUCATION IN THE PHILIPPINES
WITH CHR

To carry out its HRE mandate, and before enlisting
NGOs'participation, CHR did several serious human
rights situation analyses for national action planning
purposes. Forits initial year's budget allocation,
CHR's dedicated HREstaff formulated a blueprint for
HREin the Philippines that required a P19-M
funding. The programs and amount needed
overwhelmed the Commission who thoughtCHR was
not capable to implement them. Thus,the blueprint
was disapproved.

However, the Commission later approved the
programs andprojects listed in the blueprint when
submitted on a piecemeal manner.

B
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Participation ofNGOs in CHR's First Training of
Police Trainers onHuman Rights

The first trainers' training for the police in 1987
involved the Philippine Institute for Alternative
Futures and the International Committeee of the Red
Cross. PIAF co-designed with CHRthe 3-day human
rights values module. ICRC co-designed with CHR
the 1-day humanitarian law module. Thefirst
required somehonoraria or paymentwhile thelatter
sharedall its resources. Since 1987, the International

Committeee of the Red Cross has been cooperating
with the CHR in the organization and conduct of
intensive human rights and humanitarian laws
campaign amongthe military and police. Forall the
modules on human rights in times of emergencies, the
ICRC provided expert resource persons and multi-
mediated materials on international humanitarian law
or IHL. Forlive-in trainings, it also contributed an

amountto defray the cost of food and accommodation.

MinimumRequirementsfor Partnership

14

Although HRE had been an eminentfeature of the
pre-CHRera, admittedly it lacked one principal
ingredient for sweeping impact—a national human
rights institution. Humanrights violationis anillness
endemic to political authorities. And like a
physiological malady, the cure is often generated
within the system itself, as in the case of the human
body, whose ownantibodies defend it against disease.

In behavioral terms, change could only come from
within a person —by analogy, from aninstitution.
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This principle works perfectly well in the context of a
national humanrights institution as an instrumentof
state policy and provides the logic for endowingit
with constitutional mandate and the legal authority
to pursueit.

With this mandate, the Commission on HumanRights

had the benefit of at once solving half of the problem
in addressing humanrights issues — the missing link:
a governmententity envisionedto unify all initiatives
and set commonstandardsfor achieving success. One
of the critical areas very well served by this integration
is human rights education, a key mandate of the

Commission on HumanRights.

As a major proponentof humanrights education, the
CHRis an imposingfigure that can hardly be ignored
in the forum of HREissues. As a constitutional agency
of the government,it is theoretically awashed with a
respectable level of financial and humanresources to
undertake large-scale HRE programswith significant
effect. More thanthis, its power to request assistance
from other governmentoffices enables it to move
around across important sectors in the government
such asthe police and military, the local governments,
the academic authorities and peripheral institutions
to bring them into line with humanrights education
programs,activities and objectives.

The Commission likewise enjoys an independent
status vested by noless than the Constitution itself.
This position is affirmed by jurisprudence set by the
Philippine Supreme Court in Salongavs. Bautista.
Thus, it is perceived as having the capacity for
independent posturing over issues such as HRE

TS
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priorities, thrusts, programs, concepts and on matters
of teaching designs and contents. More importantly,
it is perceived as capable of bringing programs to
conclusion with political resolve.

These strategic advantages of the Commission,
however, are only worth establishing a beach head.
They do not by themselves ensure healthy respect
from its peers in the field. Ultimately, performance
should be the yardstick of its true worth. CHR was
well aware of this, so that it went about its task by
frenetic drive towards broad-based programs with
multisectoral and international participation both in
development and implementation stages. Its
determination progressed not only into successful
partnershipsin limited fields of engagement, but also
in more comprehensive and broader joint
undertakings onstrategic levels.

To this date, the Commission has set up a good
numberofjoint programs involving government, non-
government andinternational/inter-governmental/
governmental organizations.

The development and implementation of these
programshave served the Commission's relationship
with NGOsvery well in terms of establishing links,
providingfertile grounds for sustained coordination
and cooperation, pushing the frontiers of their HRE
technology and experience, moving ahead with
mutual trust and concern for humanrights. It is of
particular note that in several instances where preparatory and
initial coordination were conducted for groundworkingof
programs, NGOsrespondedquite positively, although with
apparentguarded optimism.
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In analysis, we attribute this predisposition to a
commonality of objectives. The NGOs represent
either particular sectors or special interests. As the
Commission scans the environment for programsfor
priority targets such as vulnerable and disadvantaged
sectors and law enforcement personnel, it strikes a
confluence of interests. Although there are gaps to
bridge, very often this leads to pragmatic realization
of a shared responsibility and the need for
complementary actions.

Structurefor Cooperation

CHR's HRE programscurrently involve active links
with dozens of non-governmental organizations
working with Central, Regional and sub-offices.

Generally, an NGO participation is covered by a
memorandum of agreementor joint declaration of
undertaking, particularly in CHR programs of major
proportions. But there are cases where CHR-NGO
collaboration takes place for more specific purposes
ranging from developmentof particular information
materials to holding of conferences, symposia,
dialogues, etc. In some instances, the CHRjoins

activities upon invitation of NGOsorinternational
organizations such as UNICEF and ICRC, and
conducts its working relationships with NGO co-
participants within the framework of such
undertakings. In both, CHR and NGOsconcluded
their respective tasks without the benefit of formal
agreement. In the earlier part of its existence, the
Commission employed this mode of cooperation
heavily as a confidence building measure and a way
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of expandingits circle of potential partners with much
success. Side by side with structured joint endeavors,
this mode continues to be part of the Commission's
menuof interactive arrangements, but usually in the
context of existing program thrusts.

Areas of Cooperation

There are five major areas of cooperation between
CHRand the NGOsin the field of human rights
education: community-basedaction centers, academic
curricula, national human rights enhancement
proposals, national human rights education and
protecting children in situations of armed conflict. The
first four are already subject of CHR operating plans
in varying stages of development, while thelast is a
long-standing activity underthe aegis of the UNICEF.

Barangay Human Rights Action Center Program

18

Addressing the need for mass-based action system,
the CHR launched in 1994 the Barangay HumanRights
Action Center (BHRAC) Program, a nationwide
mobilization program for humanrights protection and
advocacyat the village level. It was conceived as a
means to put the CHRwithin reach of ordinary people,
especially those in far-flung areas. CHRregionalfield
and sub-offices are based mainly at regional centers
and capitals of provinces. With the activation of the
centers, complainants, particularly from remoteareas,

can save time, effort and moneyinfiling their

complaints.
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BHRACshavefour basic functions: complaints
processing, information/education, coordination and
referral of services and mobilization. A principal
objective of this program consist in the establishment
of BHRACsin every barangay (village) across the
Philippines. As of December 1999, there were already
13,412 BHRACsoperating, slightly 68% off target.

Human Rights Educationand Training Program
for the Academe

The Commission's program for the academeis based
on Executive Order No. 27 otherwise known as
"Education to Maximize Respect for Human Rights"
which specifically mandates the integration of the
study of humanrights concepts in all academic
curricula and to adaptits scope and treatmentin the
respective educational levels. Two separate
agreements where forged by the Commission on
HumanRights with the government's education
ministries and some renowned NGOs ~—a Joint

Declaration of Undertaking signed in 1992 and a
Memorandum of Agreementsigned in 1996.

Philippine Human Rights Plan

Responding to the United Nations' call for member
nations to prepare national plans of action to enhance
human rights, CHR urged and convinced former
President Fidel V. Ramos to issue Memorandum
Order No. 258 which created the Inter-Agency Task
Force for Strategic Planning and Research for Human
Rights Protection. It was mandated to formulate a

19
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long-term humanrights plan througha series of
regional-multisectoral consultations and national
public hearings.

The task force developed the Philippine Human
Rights Plan which defines the legislative,
administrative and program measuresto protect and
promotethe rights of vulnerable sectors. The planis
heavyin educationactivities constituting its education
component.

Philippine Human Rights Education Decade Plan

This program is both a responseto the declaration of
the United Nations Decade for HumanRights
Education (1995-2004) and a spin off from the PHRP.
It grew out of a series of consultation workshops
across the entire country with both GO and NGO
representatives attending. Participants took to the
task of setting commonvision and mission for human
rights education in the Philippines, making an
inventory of existing human rights education
progamsandprojects, and finally crafting a ten-year
plan of action for humanrights education.

Children in Situations ofArmed Conflict

20

The Commission, in its incipient years, committed
itself to the active support of the UNICEF'sprotection
for children in situations of armed conflict (CSAC) as
core of its education program for the military-police
sectors. Since then, it has carried out over 159
workshops, orientations, seminars and other
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education activities laden with CSAC and child

protection modules.

The general role of the CHR in promoting human
rights advocacy and the configurationofits ties with
NGOs,as well as with other governmentinstitutions
and international humanrights stakeholdersis
circumscribed in its vision statements.

"".. we engage in sustained efforts to achieve
credible action.. .

"|. .catalyzing closer partnerships and
collaboration with national and international

humanrights organizations."

Reading between thelines, the first tells us what to
do; the second, how to do it CHR's mission statement

[pls. refer to Annex C] rendersthe latter in more precise
terms: ". . establishing local-level support system and
enlisting cooperation of other governmentagencies,
non-government organizations and international
organizationsin the task of enhancing respect for the
primacy of humanrights.. ."

Thefirst statementis implicit in specifying the actions
the Commission should take in somewhattactical
manner — conceptualize, establish, sustain, improve

and evaluate progams; the secondinstructs it to
undertake these steps within the confines set in the
visioning.

Consistent with this understanding of role it must
assume, the Commission went on initiating

agreements of-partnership and collaboration left and

21
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right. This deliberate and calculated moveexplains
why it now stands party to some eight major HRE-
related memoranda of agreement/ declarations of
joint undertakings.

CHR's perception ofits role as catalyst of partnerships
and collaboration showsitself clearly in the text of
several agreements and guidesits relationship with
NGOs through various stages of program
development — from conceptualization to evaluation.

As a rule it prefers low profile support
responsibilities such as providing financial support,
technical assistance, logistics, networking and

secretariat services, but finds the need to occasionally

deliver education andtraining services directly. This
is often the case when the NGO concerned lacks the
required capability and organization to supportthis
type of activities.

NGOsare morepredisposed to actual workin thefield
such as mobilization, implementaion and monitoring

of programs and performances, dissemination of
information, coordination with local-level agencies,

organization and conductof direct training and
information services, advising human rights action
officers and coordinators, and documentation of NGO

accomplishments.

As circumstances may require, CHR and NGOsopt
to conjoin areas of responsibilities such as funds
generation, providing resource persons andtraining
staff, joint formulation and implementation of
advocacy programs, materials development and
production, module design, and networking. And
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almost always both find the need for technical
committees constituted jointly to implement and
monitor programs to be very compelling.

Typical CHRcontributions comein the form of extra
handssolicited to widen the reach of its network,

development and production of education and
training materials, supplying resource persons and
facilitators, providing secretariat and trainingstaffs,
accessing government offices and personnel for in-
housetraining, administrative and logistical support,
and defraying partly or wholly the cost of training
venues and food accommodations.

On the other hand, NGOsare able to deliver in terms

ordinarily associated with implementation such as
integration of humanrights in their education and
training campaigns, developmentand production of
their own education and training materials,

monitoring of the performancesof village-based
humanrights action officers and municipal/city/
provincial humanrights coordinators, and raising the
level of human rights consciousnessin their respective
spheresof influence.

BENEFITS OF PARTNERSHIP

Weregard as the crowning achievements of CHR-
NGOcollaboration the integration of humanrights
modules at all levels of formal education, the

institutionalization of human rights education in the
police and military educational institutions, and the
teaching of human rights in the local government
academe.
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Academe

On March 31 - April 10, 1997, CHR and its partner

agencies and organizations developed 101 Human
Rights Teaching Exemplars (HR Modules) for
elementary and secondarylevels. They were pilot-
tested in 54 schools nationwide from June to
September 1997 and were targetted for full
implementation in all schools by schoolyear 1998 -
1999.

In June-October 1997, integration of humanrights

concepts in foundation coursesin the tertiary level
were accomplished with the holding of a curriculum
writing workshop.

Police and Military

From 1989 to the present, 1,479 regional trainors

training courses have been held for military and police
personnel. Developing a graduated curricula for
military and law enforcement personnel and
integration of human rights advocacy programs in
career level courses of the police and military were
the culmination of these efforts. In the absence of
official agreement, NGOsaffixed their imprints on
these programsand activities as regular resource
persons.

Local Government Units

Since 1995,the teaching ofhuman rights for local governnment
units has been includedin the Integrated Capability-Building
Program of the Local GovernmentAcademy, the LGUsofficial
training institution.
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These significant inroads are appropriatedly regarded
as milestones in CHR-NGO-GOlinkages, if only
because theystrike at the very core of humanrights
education need in the society — the youth, military/
law-enforcers, and local governmentfunctionaries.

The youth,for to them belongsthe future; the military
and law enforcers, to set them apart from an ugly past;

and the local governmentexecutives, to bring them
to the fore of present struggle for humanrights.

Problems and Difficulties

The rate and proportions at which problems and
difficulties confront CHR--NGO humanrights
initiatives tempt us to look at our predicament as an
obstacle course or a handicapping game. But the
Commission has come this way properly psyched-up
and well-prepared for constraints and even setbacks.
After all, we never expected anything outlandish but
the usual down-to-earth complications posed by lack
of money, inadequate technology, indifference or
hostility and the ever changing political landscape.

Budgetary Constraints

Historically, Congress never had one glorious
moment of sympathy for human rights education
programs where moneyis an issue. And our
impression is that the only time they appreciate our
presenceis whensensationalor sensitive humanrights
issues land in the front pages of broadsheets and
tabloids, or when our purseis on the choppingblock.
Adding to this misery, budget authorities have been
generous only to the extent of 5% recommended
increase in our annual appropriations.
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Technology

We have cometo wrestle with humanrights education
with nary a modelor a consultant to run to. In the
first place, we were working under indigenous
conditions and ona set of assumptions muchdifferent
from those of other countries. Our combined
perseverance though enabled us to put together our
own ideas and insights against a backdrop of
experiences to forma locally-induced technology that
cannot be regardedlightly. But certainly this does
not release us from the responsibility to acquire other
men's/women's ideas to make our job easier and
probably morefar-reaching.

Attitude

Keeping up with attitudes — from indifference to
hostility — has been a most exacting challenge for the
CHR. Somehostile but influential elements in our
society continue to stay at safe distancesoff each other;

and the ability of those forced by coincidence of
interest to work in unison is highly suspect. But
nothing can be more disappointing than partners with
fleeting enthusiasm. Both government agencies and
NGOshavetheir own share of this creeping disease
of attitude. In mostcases, this problem is attributable

to the sorry state of the program's financing.

Politics

26

The Commission is a child of democracy, and yet
paradoxically its major human rights education
programscould become and does become temporary
orphans of democracy wheneverthere is a changing
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of guardsin both national and local governments. As
soon as political leadership changes, vital human
rights programs at national and grassroots level are
left hanging for quite sometime. At worse, they could
becomecaptiveto either indifference or prejudices of
the new officials.

ADDRESSING PROBLEMS/DIFFICULTIES

Perennial budgetary constraint is perhaps the most
pervasiveofall difficulties, and its ripple effect on
other problem issues suchas technology and attitude
is a source of major concern. The Human Rights
Education and Research Office of the Commission has
a fine track record in sourcing substantial donor funds
and equipment, but these efforts are easily dwarfed
by sheer size of program requirements. The
Commissionis constantly finding meansto face these
problemsfull-square. Among ouroptionsare:

Policy Level

The Commission is seriously assessing the
opportunities inherent in institutionalizing funds-
pledging session as a regular source of funding. This
scheme hadbeentried out once for the HumanRights
Education Decade Plan with moderate but
encouraging measure of success. However, this does

not detract us from working assiduously for its
rightful attention from budget authorities and
Congress. A viable alternative is to work in tandem
with our NGO and GOpartners towards stronger
representations with Congress.
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Operations Level

The Commission is now reviewingits three principal
programs — Barangay Human Rights Action Center
Program, Philippine Human Rights Plan, and
Philippine Human Rights Education Decade Plan —
for possible re-structuring to make them more
effective at less cost.

LOOKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE

Insurgency

The Commission's interest is drawn to two
fundamental developments locally and
internationally. One is the resurgent insurgency which
threatens to revert usall back to the intensified level
of conflict of the past with serious repercussions for
humanrights. The military is back from the barracks
andis once again the government's cutting edge in its
anti-insurgency campaign,at least in large chunks of
critical areas. This setting has particular importance
for us not only as a post-testing facility to determine:
the effectiveness of our human rights education
program forthe military, but alsototest the resilience
of CHR-NGOrelationship that is currently in place.
Others may view this as unwanted prospect, but we
in the Commissionare as eager as we are edgy to come
to terms with the momentoftruth.

Globalization

Globalization, whether we like it or not, is an
irresistible force. Far from being insulated from
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globalization, humanrights, along with humanrights

education, were amongthose globalized earlier than
economies. The Philippine Commission on Human
Rights is itself a chief beneficiary of the globalization
process. Throughoutits existence, the Commission

has become a marketplace of foreign thinking and
systems blendingfairly well with local ideas, insights
and learnings culled from years of humanrights
experience. Our profoundgratitude in most part to
our NGOpartners, for making this possible.

Earlier on, we relished being bruited about as

laboratory for humanrights education. Now, weare
ecstatic over the prospect of becoming a yardstick by
which other communities in the world will be
evaluated. Given the humble state of our
accomplishments in the field of human rights
education, we cannotas yet have the temerity to even
imaginethis place. But at this point in time our non-
governmentorganization partnersare one with usin
hoping that somedayourlegacywill be forever etched
in the four cornersof the world, not for personal glory
but as triumph for humanrights.

If this is what it takes to keep our collective
enthusiasm uphigh,let it be said then that we aspire
to claim suchplace.

C
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t the outset let me tell you that, for me, Hu-

man Rights Education is broader than Civic
Education. As there are very clear intercon-

nections, there are also veryclear distinctions between
Civic Education and Human Rights Education. For
example, in civic education, we teach the rights and

duties of citizenship. We focus on teaching our young
on the responsible exercise of their civil and political
rights. On the other hand, in humanrights education,
we donotonly teach all aboutourcivil, political, eco-

nomic, social, cultural and peoples rights. We em-

* Keynote Address during the conference organized by CIVITAS on Civic
Education in the Philippines: Challenges and Opportunities in the Next
Millenium held at the Waterfront Casino Hotel, Cebu City on October 5-6,
1999.
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phasize on the indivisibility of all rights and on how
to responsibly secure and enjoy them.

CIVIC EDUCATION

Before the advent of human rights education, civic

education in the Philippines, emphasized, among
others, the virtues of good citizenship such as
discipline, love of country, sense of responsibility,
respect for law and authorities and public service. For
some reason, the desired consequences of this

endeavourdid notlive uptofull expectations. A large
majority of Filipinos still do not show signs of
behavior that can be regarded as resulting from the
civic education program. Mostare indifferent to
public issues, corruption is endemic and widespread,
rudeness reigns supreme along the highways and
avenues, litters and trashes are dumpedindiscrimi-
nately, votersarestill a long way from exercising their
rights intelligently, and good samaritans are an
absolute rarity particularly in urbanareas.

Perhaps the only saving grace for civic education in
the country is the era between the death of Ninoy
Aquino and the EDSA revolution. The sight of
mammoth crowdsin opposition rallies and around
the besieged but defiant Ramos-Enrile military faction
and in front of menacing tanksis truly a picture to
behold. A short time later we were back to square
one.

The factors operating against the formationof civil
society in the Philippines include poor sense of
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nationhood, the social environmentoutside the school

system, education technology, social frustration and
despair, and lack of emphasis on humanrights in civic
education.

Unlike countries such as Japan, China, the United

States, Thailand, South Korea, and many European

nations, the Philipines is most unfortunate to have had
a longtradition of subjugation by four foreign powers.
This resulted in a kaleidoscope of culture, behavior

and mannerof thinking so rich and yet so confused.
Pre-hispanic Philippines history takes account of a
political and social system characterising a certain
form of civil society. This was supplanted in
succession by oppressive, exploitative and
individualistic waysof living. In the end and through
the modernyears, we Filipinos had been and continue
to be stripped of a strong identity as a nation. Thus
everyone speaks and lives for himself. To each his
own. Sadly, this mental state continue toafflict us,

and is equally destructive of civic mindedness. When
a person is frustrated, and despairs, indifference

begins to nibble at her/his character. She/he then
becomesinsensitiveto the state of affairs around her/
him. In like fashion, our society has despaired for
years and has consequently growninsensitive to
public issues. Generally speaking, our senseof social
responsibility is limited to our immediate families.
This makes our people susceptible to exploitation and
manipulation.

Humanrights is another important elementincivics.
Butit wasleft out in the design of modulesfor civic
education. This omission bore disaster for all
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Filipinos when Marcosruled by martial law. As
people werebeing arrested, tortured and killed some
preferred to look the other way; as leaders and
Dusiness cronies ransacked governmentcoffers, some
thoughtof doing their own in small way; as crime sus-
pects and innocentcivilians were being salvaged,
others thoughtthe endjustified the means. At that
time humanrights awareness wasthepreserveof but
a few.

HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

As you probably know by now, humanrights opens
2 new pagein our country's educational system. Our
Constitution, in Article XIV, section 3, paragraph 2,
mandates thal all educational institutions should
...foster respect for human rights, (and) ... teach the

rights and duties of citizenship..." Executive Order
No. 27, issued by then President Aquino, mandated

the inclusion of humanrights modulesinall levels of
curricula. The CHR set out to accomplish this task
initially by organizing curriculum-writing workshops
for teachers in coordination with the Departmentof
Education, Culture and Sports (DECS). In May 1996,
however, a memorandum of agreement wassigned

among the CHR, DECS, the Commission on Higher
Education (CHED) and Amnesty International-
Pilipinas providing for a series of regional and
national consultations aimed at integrating human
rights in education curricula. The processof integra-
tion wasfinalized with the development of human
rights teaching exemplars for primary, secondary and
tertiary levels.
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Part of CHR's human rights educationis essentially
civic education. Unlike the latter however ours
stretches beyond the classroom andcuts acrossall
sectors and ages. The rationale is provided by the
need to create an environment conducive to the
preservation of his classroom learning and insights
as much asby the necessity of immediately raising
public awareness of humanrights.

Currently, the basic mechanism for carrying out the
Commission's education program are already in
place.

Apartfrom institutionalizing coordination with agen-
cies tasked with the government's education program,
the CHR spearheaded the creation of three major
programs asthe core of its policy of saturation— the
Barangay HumanRights Action Center, the Philippine
Human Rights Education Decade Plan and the
Philippine Human Rights Plan. Although muchhas
beensaid about these programs in other fora both here
and abroad and in a number of documentations, this

is the first time I would be talking about themin the
context of humanrights as a civic education concern.

By coincidence, the Commission's Human Rights
Education Decade (1995-2004) Program follows the
concept of CIVITAS,a frameworkfor civic education
developed by the Center for Civic Education in Los
Angeles, with contribution from more than forty
scholars throughout the United States, and in
cooperation with the American Council for the
Advancementof Citizenship.
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CIVITAShasthree essential parts: Civic Knowledge,
Civic Participation and Civic Virtue. As stated in its
document, civic virtue is described in terms of

dispositions and commitment; civic participation in
terms of competent andresponsible participation; and
civic knowledgeas the content of what citizens should
know, the proper foundation of civic virtue and
participation.

By analogy, our humanrights education program is
aimed at disseminating information on basic and
sectoral rights, including avenues for redress,

stimulating and sustaining participation to enhance
participatoryskills, and developing dispositions and
commitment to humanrights.

Knowledgeis providedin accordance with a general
plan of action contained in the Philippine Human
Rights Education DecadePlan. It is imparted through
education facilities within and outside the school
system. The program caters to the needs of both
students andout-of-school youth;it also seeks to cover

other groups employing teach-ins, orientations,
seminars, workshops,films/video presentations and
other training modes. The Department of Education,
Culture and Sports and the Commission on Higher
Education together constitute the implementing arm
for the program's formal and informal education for
the youth sector. The CHR's HumanRights Education
and ResearchOffice and Regional and Sub-Offices
bear the responsibility for serving the needs of other
sectors, often through inter-agency arrangements. The

community-based Barangay Human Rights Action
Centers (BHRAC) have been designed to undertake
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appropriate educationactivities at their level. In
general, CHR's participation is directed at building a
cadre of trainors, while BHRACsare particularlyfitted
to touch base with communities.

The program facilitates the development of
participatory skills in human rights advocacy within
the framework of both BHRAC and the Philippine
Human Rights Plan (PHRP). PHRPis a specially
fertile ground for enhancing skills in promoting and
protecting specific rights of vulnerable groups. It calls
for mobilizing citizens for the purposes of lobbying
for the passage and implementationoflegislative, ad-
ministrative and program measures. It requires
constant interfacing among agencies, organizations

and individuals concerned. These interactions
engender extended discussions and produce
consensus on substantive issues thus allowing par-
ticipants to improve their intellectual as well as
participatoroy capabilities. As a preludeto the plan's
actual implementation phase, a series of trainings

were launched to build up a core of mobilization
trainors. These trainors were to be fanned out into
strategic areas in the countryside for action.

The Commission is presently considering
convergence points between the PHRP and the
BHRACthat will make the latter constitute anefficient

vehicle for the former. With BHRAC, PHRPstandsto

have a regular venuefor interactions, and therefore a

means to hone upparticipatory skills.

Humanrights dispositions,just like the civic virtues,

take time to develop. They too come as product of a
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combinationof experiences andlearnings at home and
in schools, community and organizations. The

Commission-initiated Human Rights Education
Decade Plan, the Philippine HumanRights Plan and
the Barangay HumanRights Action Center Program
ensure that conditions for successful nurturing of
humanrights ideals and valuesare ever present.

The Commission on HumanRights continuesto find
better ways of delivering our services in the area of
humanrights education to build up knowledge,
advocacyskills and commitment to humanrights,at
the forefront of this effort is the Human Rights
Education and Research Office (HERO). Over the
years, HERO has accumulated extremely helpful
experiences and insights to supportits project devel-
opmentinitiatives. It has for instance ventured out
into video productionactivities. At the outset, CHR

relied on the expertise of professional production
houses for its audio-visual presentations. Now we
have approximatedthe necessaryin-house capability
for the purpose, including the acquisition of modern
video production facilities. This audio-visual
programservesas platform for the Commission'sin-
creasing utilization of the airwaves as a principal
channel for communication with the general public,

specially the masses. In a year or two, we expect our
productionstaff to develop homegrowninstructional
and documentary videos. These materials will be
shownontelevision either during the broadcastor as
visual aids in training and educationactivities.

Actually, the Commission's audio-visual program
could become part of a larger and more ambitious
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undertaking —creative human rights education.
Creative humanrights education entails adapting the
teaching of humanrightsideals, values, principles and
contents to the specific ideosyncracies of the target
audience and readers. Still in conceptualizion stage,
the program rests on a rationale placing the ordinary
people on top of the Commission's orderofpriorities.
It is based on the recognition of an enlightened masses
as a critical factor to the success of our humanrights
program.

Non-traditional or creative human rights education
introduces the use of the usual mediumfor learning
of ordinary folks such as the ubiquitous comics and
showbiz magazines; action, comedy, cartoon and

dramafilms; and television soap opera, showbiz and
talk shows. By our informed assessment, the
motivation to learn amongordinary people runs high
with the aforecited means of communication. We base
this observation on the proliferation of drama series
on television depicting legal cases and principles such
as Ipaglaban Mo, Maalaala Mo Kaya, Katapat,

Isumbong Mo KayTulfo, Kasangga Mo AngLangit,
anda hostof similar programs. While currently access to
legal informationby the massesis limited to this program format,
theoretically this couldbe extended to include others. The cartoon
formatforinstance is a potential learningplatformforchildren, or
even adults whofancy characters and actionstrips such as Voltes
V, Daimos, the BeastWars andthe Transformers.

The powerofthese media as instruments of learning cannotbe
overemphasized.It does not only provide knowledge; itcould
generate profusehuman rights andcivic values that can easily be
imbibedby audience.
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Althoughthis innovationis fraught with excitement,

it nonetheless poses a nightmarish organizational
task. It demands significant amountof resources in
terms of money,talent, technology— things that could
only be madereadily available by dint of unselfish
cooperation between and among the public and
private sectors.

Creative human rights education, once made
practicable, can be placed inthe service of another
possible CHR program—enhancing the people's
effective and responsible exercise of the rights of
suffrage. In anearlier analysis, I described social

frustration and despair as a negative factor in our weak
civic education system. The core of the problem to
our mindis the low-level capacity of the masses for

critical thinking. This in turn is exploited by
incompetent political leaders in an effort to stay in
power and continuetheir corrupt ways. Thesituation
spawnsa chainreaction of indifferent mood uponthe
rest of society. Together they degenerate intoafloating
massof driftwoods.

It is my thinking that the only wayto reverse the

situation is to enlighten the masses onthe proper
exercise of their voting rights. They should be
informed and made torealize the consequences of
misusing their inherent sovereign power of choice
upon theirliving conditions. At the same time, they
should see the promise of social reformation clinging
at their pens comeelectoral exercise. I believe this is
possible, if, among others they see their reel or comic

heroes personify appropriate values and ideals. Such
is the powerof creative humanrights education.
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In sum, civic education and human rights education

must be refitted with the means necessary to make
them face up to the challenges of the new milleniun.
Efforts must be made towards overhauling the
teaching technology into a more dynamic type, even

at the primarylevel. Our education policy-makers
must begin to think quality rather than quantity in
providing guidelines for developing teaching tech-
niques and approaches.

Work should likewise beginon setting up interface
mechanisms to allowcitizens to practice critical
thinking and improvetheir skills in participating in
democratic governance exercises.

The reach of civic and humanrights education should
cut across all ages and be extended to communities,
perhaps using mass media, amongothers.

Education and information specialists, particularly
those in charge of module, instructional and
information materials or presentations design should
be reoriented towards creative approach in dealing
with special audiences and readers.

For both civic education and humanrights education
to succeed, special programs to enhance the masses'
right of suffrage should be developed taking into
consideration their specific needs and idiosyncracies.

For its part, the Commission on HumanRights, by
establishing its three major prgorams, has thuslaid
the cornerstones for a working and comprehensive
program to meet the requirements of the new
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millenium. Although somewhat modest and crude
oy most standards, it could well become a
springboard for a more refined one. In this respect,
we would need the cooperation of everyoneincluding
membersof this representation.
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hirteen years ago, human rights education
(HRE) wasalready a well-entrenchedinitiative
amongst embattled non-government orga-

nizations which ran a cat-and-mouse game with
Marcos' military. After Marcos, the NGOscontinued

to ply their route. Though they madea significant
dent on the humanrights environment, they were not
broadly-oriented enoughto piece together the many
interactive parties and interests in the Philippines. For
obvious reasons, their efforts could not reach key
sectors in the governmentsuchasthe police, military,

*A Statementin the 55th Session of the United Nations Commission on Human

Rights.
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other law enforcementagencies, the academeandthe

‘ocal governmentauthorities. With the creation of the
—ommission on HumanRights (CHR) on May 5, 1987
oy virtue of Executive Order No. 163 and in
accordance with the constitution, human rights

education had become a multi-sectoral and multi-

dimensional system.

Virtually starting from scratch in developing a com-
prehensive approach to HRE, and with no model to
begin with, the Commission launched a program for
the police-military, considered a major determinant
of the humanrights situation. Subsequently, the
Commission's then Education and Training Office
proceededto construct a more broad-basedinitiative
by developing mother programsfor key sectors,
among them, the academe,special interest groups
such as the overseas Filipino workers, professionals
and even the insurgents. Although little short of
being wholistic, these programs were to becomethe
principal guide in HREactivities until 1994.

In the third quarter of 1994, in compliance with UN
General Assembly Resolution No. 49/184, the
Commission on HumanRights finally definedits plan
of action for the United Nations Decade for Human
Rights Education (1995-2004). The plan was
formulated with due consideration of the "Long-Term
National HumanRights Promotion Programme Plan"
adopted by the CHR Central and Regional Field
Offices in April 1989, 7 years of experiencein the field,

and feedbacks on sectoral needs.

The CHR Plan of Action was aimedat:
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Achieving a 100% humanrights literacy rate
throughoutthe Philippines. Humanrightsliteracy
is defined as that level of knowledge where a
person knowshisbasic civil, political, economic,

social, cultural and environmental rights as well

as the redress system;

Instilling the values of humanrights in the heart
and mind of every Filipino citizen, particularly
the youth;

Educatingthe key sectors of the Philippine society
on their sectoral rights; and

Educatingall law enforcers, prosecutors, judges,
jail officers, the military and government
authorities on the rights of those who may be
affected by their offical actions.

The Plan likewise sets out to enumerateits target au-
dience as either belonging to the organized and the
unorganized elements of the society. The organized
elements include

Those working for the government;

Those in the academic community;

Media gatekeepers and cultural workers;

Private employees or workers;

Special interest groups such as overseas contract
workers, peasants, women and children;
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* Membersofprivate andvoluntary organizations, and

* Insurgents.

The unorganized elements are those belonging to none
»t the aforecited groups.

The governmentsector is sub-categorizedintopillars
of justice-— police and other law enforcers, military
personnel, prosecutors and judges; local government
officals and employees; and national government
officials and employees.

Towards the attainmentof the objectives of the CHR
Plan of Action, the Commission adoptedthe following
strategies: trainors training and re-echoing for the
organized audience; organization of education and

infformation networks; mass education system for

unorganized audience; integration of humanrights
subjects in curricular and training programsof both
public and private institutions; utilization of commu-
nity-based human rights action centers for
unorganized audience; public discussion of issues
and promotional campaigns; and monitoring and
evaluation of education andtraining programs.

in pursuit of this plan of action, the CHR developed
programsspecifically addressing each orall of the
strategies adopted. These include service programs
consisting of Human Rights Faculty/Trainer
Developmentdesignedto build a core of trainors and
staff support; Human Rights Education Integration
whichcalls for the development of progressive and
client-based humanrights education curricula and the
subsequentintroduction in all levels of formal edu-
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cation; Human Rights Echoing bytrainors; Human
Rights Outreach whichcalls for the development and
utilization of mass education systemsandreliance on
grassroots organizations and mechanisms;
Instructional and Information Materials Development;
Human Rights Education Monitoring to ensure the
implementation of all HRE programs andassesstheir
impact; Human Rights Promotion which encourages
multisectoral and multidisciplinary discussions of
human rights issues and advocacy and launches
commemorative and cultural events; and Values

Education, a re-alignment of the youth's values with
humanrights objectives.

The framework for these programsare contained in 9
mother documents called the Human Rights
Education and Training Programs (HRETP) with an
array of 55 specific projects.

The taste of the puddingis in the eating, so it goes,
andso be it. Despite earlier inroads, the Commission
found itself confronted with the frightful task of
putting flesh into a grand scheme. Sheerlogic
demandsa wider but focused participation from as
many eager hands as possible. And using both
goodwill and constitutional authority to enjoin other
government agencies/functionaries and non-
government entities, the Commission secured

cooperation from both the public and the private
sectors.

Today, under the Commission's leadership, the
Philippines has becomea veritable experimental
laboratory for three milestone interagency programs:
the Philippine Human Rights Education Decade Plan
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PHRED), the Philippine HumanRights Plan (PHRP)
and the Barangay Human Rights Action Center
Program (BHRAC).

The Barangay Human Rights Action Center Program
or BHRACwasconceived to put CHR within the reach
of remote communities — field Offices are for good
reasons concentrated in regional centers and capitals
of provinces, unfortunately placing large populations
at a disadvantage. Humanrights educationis at the
core of the BHRAC's responsibilities besides being a
necessary ingredient in molding the Barangay Human
Rights Action Officer (BHRAO) into effective
pointmenof the centers. In fact, ultimately the BHRAC
is expected to carry the brunt of popularizing HRE
within the framework of PHRED and PHRP.

While the training phase of the BHRAC proceeded
practically without a hitch, the organizational stage
provedto be tougher for a numberof different reasons,
among them budgetary. So far, only 30 percentof the
country's barangays or villages have BHRACs. But
the program's more than 13 cooperating government
and non-government organizations continue to work
out measurestofill the remaining 70%.

The Philippine HumanRights Plan or PHRPis a long-
term national humanrights plan formulated by an
interagency task force composed of sectoral working
groups organized by virtue of Presidential
Memorandum Orders Nos.258 and 335. The PHRPis
a shining example of the consultative process.
Sectoral and regional consultations culminated in a
national public hearing attended by government
agencies, non-governmentand people's organizations and
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community leaders to ensure participation of a wide-
cross section of the populace in the planning process.

The plan seeks to protect 16 vulnerable groups such
as children, women,elderly, indigenous peoples,
persons with disabilities, farmers, workers, etc., by

instituting legislative, administrative measures and

programmesof action. The pre-mobilization phase
as well as the specific action steps contained in the
plan are education/information-heavy. To date, the
Commission has completed 175 training, seminar and
orientation projects planned for the program.

The Philippine HumanRights Education Decade Plan
or PHREDis a giantstep in the field of humanrights
education in the Philippines. It was initiated in
cooperation with the country's education agencies and
Amnesty International-Pilipinas. Jointly, they
counducted nationwide consultation exercises in a
series of regional, island and national undertakings
dubbed "GO-NGO-AcademeConsultation Workshop
on HumanRights Education". This was in adherence
to the United Nation's declaration of the UN Decade
for Human Rights Education.

The PHRED sought to forge a commonvision and
mission on HREin the Philippines, an inventory of
HRE programs and projects and a ten-year plan of
action for humanrights education.

Eight sectoral working groups have been tasked to
implement the Philippine Human Rights Education
Decade Plan. But as in others, funding stood in the
way. Hence, a Funder's Forum was conceptualized
where heads or representatives of international
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organizations basedin the Philippinesas well as heads
»f different leading business corporations in the
country were asked for assistance/support. Among
those responding favorably were the International
committee of the Red Cross, Development

-ooperative of Australian Aid, United Nations

Development Program,Philippine Businessfor Social
Progress, Hans Siedel Foundation and San Miguel
—orporation, the country's top corporation.

The Philippine government has given these major
programs its preferred attention, particularly in the
past administration. In fact Proclamation 1139 of then
President Fidel V. Ramos declared the Philippine
counterpart of the UN HREdecade declaration— the
Philippine Human Rights Education Decade, 1998-
2007, requiring all institutions to implement the
PHREDPlanandcelebrate the decade meaningfully.
This was no mere symbolic gesture as the past gov-
ernmentbacked this up with more than US$100,000.
Andother donorsfollowed suit with figures to match.
Unfortunately, the programs' funding requirements
dwarfed the donations quite considerably and made
sourcing a more pressing matter than the elements of
the plans themselves.

Forall this serious barrier to succesful conclusion, the

programsarestill noteworthy for a numberof
interesting developments. Generally, the programs'
ascensionrealizes a basic strategy of the Commission
to serve as catalyst for a diversified but united
approach to the problem of humanrights. And in
particular, the interactive processes havesignificantly
facilitated the fruition of specific projects which could
hardly take off before. These would include, among
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others, the integration of humanrights concepts in the
academic curricula of elementary and high school
levels; development of 101 human rights teaching
exemplars (HR Modules) for elementary and
secondarylevels; integration of humanrights concepts
in foundation coursesin the college level, institution-
alization of human rights education in the police and
military educational institutions and inclusion of the
teaching of human rights for the local government
units (LGUs) in their integrated Capability-Building
Program throughthe programs of the Local Government
Academy.Very recently, by virtue ofthe memorandum orderof
PresidentJoseph Ejercito Estrada,all government agencies have
integratedhumanrights modules in their in-service educationand
trainingprograms.

Humanrights educationactivities even during the pre-CHRPlan
of Action period had become well-grounded. Undoubtedly,
however, theCommission's threemajorprograms,whicharerooted
inits action plan, provided the spark whichboosted cooperation
and madeofwithsomeofits activities and projects in the shopping
list. In overtenyearstime, the Commissionhasbeenable to reach
outface-to-face to some 700,000 individuals. Weexpect this figure

to increase dramatically as our audio-visual productionprogram
hasfinally risen above the past's extremescarcity of locally
contextualized video andfilm materials.

This maylookinsignificantin relation to the 70 million Filipinos.
But given the oddsheavily stacked againstus, we viewit with

satisfaction as a very encouraging accomplishment, particularly
if we pay attentiontothe fact that abouttwenty percentof the
individuals covered are from the sectors mostproneto committing
humanrights violations andthat another 20% comesfrom the
sector widely knownasthefuture of ournation—the youth.

=
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Ogg© INOrears : 
tis theorized that rights or freedomsinhere in man;

they are born with him. Into this earth, man goes
and, by its abundanceandresources,lives. By the

urgingsof his biological nature, he exercises dominion
over whateveris useful to him on earth and asserts
his rights thereover as well as over his creation and
fruits of his labor. By his creativity and ingenuity, he
fashions raw materials into technologies and controls
nature, to some degree. Theseactivities are physical
expressions of his latent attributes we call freedom
which includesthe right to life and property.

*Delivered at the Asia-Pacific Conference on Human Rights and the Media at
the Imperial Queen’s Park Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand, on November 24-26,

1999,
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SCIENCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS

In the days of simplelife, man wasindividualistic and
he proclaimed and exercised his rights over others.
Licentious exercise of liberties characterized the
period and humanrights became rare and a prized
commodity only the strong could keep. Going by
Rousseau’s formulation, people then banded

themselves together undera social contract and
established an organizationlike the State to safeguard
their rights from usurpers and violators. And out of
this developmentwere born the second generation of
rights we call economic, social and cultural rights
which belong to groups andsectors of people. By
this time, humanrights evolved asa science.

In Britain, the Great Magna Carta of 1215 and Rights

Charter of 1688 were enacted; in the United States, the

Declaration of Independence; andin France, the French

Declaration of Human Rights in 1789 and the 1848 Con-
stitution of the French Revolution. After World War

IL, the victorious Allied Nations formed the United

Nations and signed the 1948 Universal Declaration of
HumanRights. Similar covenants werelater adopted.

In different parliaments of the world, laws were
passed granting reservations and privileges to their
citizens and prescribing corollary obligations. States
became concerned with equilibrating between
individual rights and social or collective rights and
between the rights of the governed and the
government.
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INDIGENOUS DOCUMENTS

in pre-colonial Philippines, principles of humanrights
are enshrined in the luwaran of Maguindanao,in the
salsila (oral history) and in theliterature of the Bangsa
Moro. The Visayantribes of Central Philippines used
the Code of Maragtas to govern their humanrelations
in olden times.

SPANISH CIVIL CODE

During the Spanish colonial period (1571-1898), Spain
introduced to the country its civil code and special
laws which formeda large part of our 1950 NewCivil
Code. In these Spanish lawsare principles of human
rights that regulate human and contractualrelations.
But political rights were denied to the Filipinos as a
whole.

MALOLOS CONSTITUTION

A Filipino Revolutionary Governmentdeclared inde-
pendence for the country on June 12, 1898. It
organized a Constitutional Convention, which

promulgated on January 22, 1899 a fundamental law

for the country called the Malolos Constitution.

The Malolos Constitution contained 27 articles, two

of which provided for economic and social rights to
education, honor and reputation, another twoarticles

set the limitations of the foreigners’ right to work in
the Philippine Islands, and the rest guaranteed civil
rights. It defined the basic principle in popular de-
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mocracy, that is, “Sovereignty resides exclusively in

the people.” It also recognized the freedom and
equality of all religions, as well as the separation of
church andstate. (See Ana Elzy E. Ofreneo, “Human

Rights Education and Trainingfor the Military and Police:
A Management Research Report.” Vol. II (A Masteral
Thesis for the Degree of Master of Development
Managementat the Asian Institute of Management,
1995)

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

The American occupied the country in 1898 pursuant
to a deed of cessation from Spain and quelled the
rebellion of the Filipinos. They perpetuated the
Spanish lawsoncivil relations with little changes.
Theyalso introduced into our legal system American
concepts on human rights as enunciated in its
Jeffersonian Constitution. Specifically, the US
Congress passed the Cooper Act knownasthe Phil-
ippine Bill of 1902 which provided for the extension
of the American Bill of Rights to the Filipino people.
(Ibid.)

BULWARK OF FREEDOM

By the Tydings-Mcduffy Law of the American Congress, a
Commonwealth governmentwasinaugurated for the country in
1935, whichlasted until 1946when the Philippine Independent
Republic was declared. Thecountry has hadfourconstitutions,
the 1935, 1973, 1986 and 1987Constitution. All documents pro-

videda Bill ofRights which areinfluenced,toa large extent, by
AmericanConstitutionalLaw.

 



With the American democratic traditions andliber-
tarian principles in our legal system, the West came
to regard the Philippines as a bulwark of democracy
and freedom in Southeast Asia during the 1950’s
through the 1960’s when the cloud of Communism
hovered all over Asia. Indeed, in most parts, it was

the threat of a takeover from home-grown Commu-
nist insurgents in the early ‘70's that led the govern-
ment to declare martial law in the country on
September 21, 1972 and suspendtheexercise of basic
humanrights until its lifting in 1981.

-EBRUARY REVOLUTION

The restoration of normalcy did not bring forth full
democratization in the political process. The
monolithic Marcos’ party, the Kilusan ng Bagong
Lipunan, ruled. Parliamentary opposition to
zovernment was token. Despite profession by gov-
ernment for democracy and freedom,the human rights
situation in the country was a sordid picture in the
social landscape. The military had grown so en-
trenched and powerful beyond the check of the courts.
Humanrights violations committed by their person-
nel were passed off as incidents in the prosecution of
the war against Maoist guerillas and Moro
secessionists. Human rights advocacy wasbut faint
shoutin the din of martial terror.

In the wakeof a national civil disobedience campaign
followingthe Presidential Snap Election of November
1985 which wasriggedto favor the Marcospresidency,
a military-instigated civilian uprising overthrew the
dictatorship in February 1986 andinstalledin its stead
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a Revolutionary Government which wasreplaced by
a democratic oneafter the ratification of the Constitu-

tion in 1987.

COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

Even during the 1986 Revolutionary Government, hu-
manrights as defined in the Bill of Rights of the 1973
Constitution were not suspended. Indeed, oneof the
priority concerns of this Revolutionary Government
wastherestoration of the primacy of humanrights in
our national culture. It immediately created the Presi-
dential Committee on HumanRights to address the
problem. A Constitutional Commission convened by
the Revolutionary Government enshrined in the
Constitution the establishment of an independent
Commission on HumanRights with five membersin-
cluding its Chairman, majority of whom must be
membersof the Bar andto be appointed bythe Presi-
dent for a term of seven years. (Article XIII, Section

17, 1987 Constitution)

TWIN MISSION

Generally, the Constitution mandates the Commission
to carry out these twin objectives: The promotion and
protection of the humanrightsof every Filipinocitizen
wherever he or she may be including foreigners in
the country.

SCOPE OF.POWER

To achieve its mandated mission, the Constitution has

provided the Commission powers and functions,
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namely: Investigate on its own or oncomplaint by any
party, all forms of humanrights violations involving
civil and political rights; provide appropriate legal
measures for the protection of humanrightsofall
ersons within the Philippines as well as Filipinos

vosiding abroad; provide for preventive measures and
legal aid services to the underprivileged whose
human rights have been violated or need protection;

exercise visitorial powers overjails, prisons, or
detention facilities; establish a research, education and
information program to enhance respect for the
primacy of humanrights; recommendto the Congress
effective measures to promote humanrights and to

provide for compensation to victims of violations of
humanrights or their families; monitor the Philippine
zovernment’s compliance with its Internationaltreaty
obligations on humanrights; grant immunity from

prosecution to any person whosetestimony or whose

possession of documents or other evidenceis
necessary or convenient to determinethe truth in any
investigation conducted by it or underits authority;
request the assistance of any department, bureau or
agency in the performanceofits functions; adoptits
operational guidelines and rules of procedures, and
cite for contemptfor violations thereof in accordance
with the Rules of Court; and appointits officers and
employees in accordance with law.(Article XIII,
Section 18, 1987 Constitution).

In enshrining the Commission on Human Rights in
the Constitution, one of its framers found relevance
to express the sense that the Commission should give
priority concerns on six (or seven) areas where
problems were experienced during martial law. These
are: 1) protection of rights of political detainees; 2)
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treatmentofprisoners and the preventionoftorture;
3) fair and publictrials; 4) cases of disappearances;
5) salvaging and hamletting; 6) crimes committed
against the religious (Records of the 1986
Constitutional Commission, Vol.III, p. 731); and 7)
arrests and custodial rights of arrested person.(Ibid.,
p. 732) (Primer on the Human Rights Issue in the
Philippines, Vol. III, No. 4, April 1991, p. 3)

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

Webeatthe path of activism and madeour imprint
on our country’s human rights landscape. From
1988 to 1998, the Commission received 15,556

complaints of human rights violations, ranging from
murder, homicideor execution,to illegal or arbitrary

arrest or detention, to torture or physical injuries,
among otherthings.

In the “horror role” of human rights violators for
this ten-year period, the police occupies the topmost
spot, the military comes next, the paramilitary
follows, the New People’s Army andlocalofficials
and employees lag behind in the 4" and 5* places,
respectively.

Majority of the victims of humanrights violations
belongs to the marginal groups or disadvantaged
sectors of society. The civilian populace constitutes the
mostnumberofvictims, followedby rural, urbanand industrial
workers, then the childrenand minors,womenand studentry,

then the military and the police, then the local officials and
employees, then the detainees andprisoners, and thentheurban
poor andothers.
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It must be emphasized that the figures are based on
incidences of humanrights violations reported to or
investigated by the Commission on HumanRights.
The media provides a more tantalizing account of
humanrights violations which are more massive than
reported to the Commission. For example, during

counter-insurgency operations by the military and
demolition of shanties of the urban poor in some slum
areas in the metropolis in violation of human rights
standards and basic normsof civilized society, the

visual media would treat the public to warm bodies
running from tens to hundreds of thousands
adversely affected.

| admit there is muchto be desired in our rendition of
reports andstatistical formulation of humanrights vio-
lations where weonly refer to signing complainants
and named respondents in humanrights violation
cases in our assessmentof the humanrights situation
obtaining in the country. Such an approach should
be discarded as it distorts facts and treats a human
rights case only from the standpoint of complaining
witnesses whosuffer more often than not from some
constraints like fear of reprisals from their more
powerful abusers. Even oral declarations of people
whodonotwishto testify in a formal investigation
should be considered in our humanrights report.

Nevertheless, of the 14, 993 cases investigated by the

Commission only 6,356 were referred to the

DepartmentofJustice for prosecution or the Courtfor
trial. About 1.152 of these cases were already decided
ending in either conviction or acquittal or dismissal.
In the public information, training and education ac-
tivities of the Commissionfor the period of 1988-1998,
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the Commission reached out to many sectors which
comprised of about 603,903 individuals, of which the

more sizeable numberconsists of the military and the

police at 123, 131.

The Commission has extended financial assistance of
53.5 million pesos to victims of human rights
violations from 1988 to 1998. Through the years, the

amount of grant followed an increscent trend due to
the grant of special assistance to desparecidos, political
detainees, victims of unjust incarceration andarbitrary
detention, and families evicted from their settlements

owing to military operations and development
aggression.

The Commission also supported and lobbied for the
passage of a numberofbills on humanrights, one of
which becamea law, the Indigenous People’s Rights
Act of 1997. This law is a watershed in humanrights
legislation because it recognizes comprehensively the
aspirations of the indigenous community to live by
the waysof their own ancestors.

In the exercise of its visitorial powers, our forensic
office does assessment of the health conditions of

inmates and, on ourpetition, jail authorities allowed

some whohaveseriousillnesses for treatment outside

the penitentiary clinic. A prisoner who languished in
jail beyond his sentence wasreleased by the Supreme
Courton ourintervention(In the matterof the petition
for habeas corpus of Mauro Magtibay y Pentino,
Chairman Sedfrey A. Ordonez, Commissioner Narciso

C. Monteiro, Mercedes V. Contreras, Nasser A.

Marohomsalic, Vicente P. Sibulo, Director Emmanuel

C. Neri and the Commission on HumanRights vs.
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Director Vicente Vinarao, G.R. No. 121424, March 28,

1996 and People vs. Mauro Magtibay, G.R. No. 102992,
March 28, 1996). Other inmates whowere similarly
situated werealso released on the strength of this
decisional law. Another intervention of the
Commission resulted in the release of two prisoners
who were tried by the military commissions during
martial law and condemned to die by musketry but
commuted by the Constitution to life sentence. For
the failure of the governmentto file anew a case in
civil courts against the prisoners for a considerable
length of time after the high court debunkedtheir
convictions by the military courts on jurisdictionalis-
sue in an earlier case, the Supreme Courtorderedtheir

release. (In the matter of the petition for habeas corpus
of Leonardo Paguinto and Jesus Cabangunay and the
Commission on HumanRightsvs. Director of Prisons,
G.R. No. 115576, August 4, 1994)

-OLLABORATIVE ADVOCACY

Generally, the lineal streak in the statistical chart of

humanrights violations of the Commission on Human
Rights is a downward curve through the ten-year
period. While the Commission draws some
inspiration from this development, they feel more
upbeat, however, in somestrategies to farther the

cause of humanrights.

Media Publicity

The Philippine Commission on Human Rightsarro-
gates unto itself the role of a molder of public
consciousness and opinion, taking a proactive stance
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on humanrights’ issues and concernsespecially those
promotive of the interest of the vulnerable and
marginalized sectors of society, namely: the women,
the children, the youth, the indigenous people, the
Muslim Bangsa Moro,the elderly, persons with dis-
abilities, the internally displaced persons, the migrant
workers, the public and private labor. It is our belief
that any humanrights activities, which are not

upraised to public knowledge, are a useless form of
advocacy. Pursuantto this strategy, someof ourfield
officers take slots in radio programs. We encouraged
them to call for the media for some newsworthy an-
nouncementsandactivities. During red-lettered day
for humanrights, we use the occasion to publicize our
activities. In the celebration of the international human
rights day, we alwayssee toit that the President grace
the affair and, thereby, get optimum publicity for
humanrights. Even in our investigation work we
conduct a high-profile hearing of controversial cases
and invite media coverage. To create a friendlier
relation with the media, we entered into a memoran-

dum of understanding and cooperation with the As-
sociation of Broadcasters in the country.

Grassroots Participation

62

The Commission recognizedthe reality that any pro-
gram of government for the people which does not
involve them especially those who live in the
countryside and whosuffer one way or another some
deprivations from the benefits of technology andin-
stitutionalized society, is infirmed and will not goa
long way. So the Commission reached out to the
grassroots and has gone to the smallest geopolitical
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unit of our community since 1996 to train its leaders
and activists in the art of human rights advocacy and
investigation. In every barangay, we hopeto establish
a “barangay human rights action center” (BHRAC)
with at least one barangay humanrightsaction officer
(BHRAO)to receive complaints or conciliate between
conflicting parties and refer the same to the nearest
and appropriate field office of the Commission on
Human Rights. From 1997 to 1998, the Commission

has established a total of 5,880 BHRACs throughout

the country in coordination with the Department of
Interior and Local Governments, Local Government

Units, Non-Government Organizations and People’s
Organizations. The established BHRACsthroughits
BHRAOshave already conducted a total of 723
trainings, orientations, lectures, meetings, symposia

and the like covering human rights issues and
concerns affecting the barangays. These BHRAOs
have conducted about 357 humanrights activities in-
cluding referral of cases and extension of public
assistance to humanrights victims.

Networking with NGOs and POs

The non-governmentorganizations (NGOs) and peo-
ple’s organizations (POs) are good sources of
information on humanrights abuses. With their
investigative work on humanrights violations, they
contribute in no small measure to the establishment
of a humanrights culture in the country. The
Soriptimist International has coordinated with the
Commission on HumanRights on the conductof train-
ing program for peoplein their area of operation. The
organization has established a human rights action
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desk office in their chapters throughout the country.
Otherprofessional organizations offered the clientele
of the Commission on HumanRights free legal aid
serviceslike the Integrated Barof the Philippines(IBP),
the Movement of Attorneys for Brotherhood,
Nationalism and Integrity (MABINI), the Free Legal
Assistance Group (FLAG), the Protestant Lawyers
League of the Philippines, and the Lawyers Against
Monopoly and Poverty (LAMP).

Militant non-government organizations like the
Karapatan, Ecumenical Movement for Justice and
Peace, the Al Fatihah Foundation, the Moro Human

Rights Information Center, the Muslim Association of

Students in the Philippines, the Philippine Alliance
of Human Rights Advocates, Tri-Peoples

Organization Against Disasters and others have time
and again sought the Commission for some human
rights violations especially by the military.

In coordination with the Commission,the Judicial and

Bar Academy of the Philippines has planned to
includein its course offerings the teachings of human
rights to judges, prosecutors and lawyers.

Partnership with GOs

64

In order to afford better coordination in addressing

and monitoring human rights issues and concerns
affecting training and education, investigation,
prosecution and speedydisposition of human rights
cases, conditions of prisoners and detainees, the

Commission on Human Rights, the Department of

Interior and Local Governments, the Departmentof
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Justice and the Department of National Defense cre-
ated the “Inter-Agency Chamber of Human Rights”
on February7, 1995.

In coordination with the Commission, the Department
of Justice (DOJ) is continually and periodically
undertaking seminars on humanrights issues and
concerns to its prosecutors and attached agencies. The
DOJ has also committed to provide and assign its
prosecutors to the Commission for the preliminary
investigation of cases and its prosecution in court.

This partnership among these agencies extendsto the
assessment of the applications for release, parole,
amnesty or pardonofalleged political prisoners who
were convicted by courts of ordinary crimes.

Under our watch, the Commission assisted the De-

partment of Education, Culture and Sports in
developing modules on humanrights for teaching in
the elementary and secondary public schools. Some
tertiary schools are already offering courses and bac-
calaureate degrees on humanrights.

The Office of Muslim Affairs and the National Com-
mission on Indigenous People have collaborated with
the Commission on a number of undertakings
designed to promote the aspirations of the cultural
communities.

It is these line agencies of the Executive Department
which shoulder mostly the financial requirements of
these joint-undertakings.
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PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

Lest we be misunderstood, the business of human

rights promotion andprotectionis not only the concern
of the Commission on HumanRights, butalsoall the

other agencies of the government. It is in this spirit
that theCommission networks with them.

Organizational Weaknesses

66

But there are other more compelling reasons. Organi-
zational inadequacy of the Commissionis one. It has
only a ragtag army of more than 600 personnel and
more than 200 of whom are doing administrative or
support services functions in the national office and
the rest are spread throughoutits 13 regions, four sub-
offices and some provincial desk offices. Every region
has its 30-man personnel and they are expected to cater
to the 75 million population of the country scattered
in about 77 provinces, 83 cities, 1,525 municipalities,

and 41,940 barangays.

Comparedto the workforce of other governmentagen-
cies, it is a miniscule agency. It has a budget of 175
million pesos. Other agencies of government
concerned also with the establishmentof a culture of
peace and humanrights have a much bigger annual
budget such as the Office of the Ombudsman,the
Commission on Election and the Civil Service
Commission, among others.

The Commission has neither a prosecutorial power
nor a quasi-judicial function. It is only a fact-finding
body and it recommends courseof actions (e.g.
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prosecution and dismissal or suspension from service
of humanrights violators) to appropriate agencies of
government. (Carifio vs. CHR, G.R. No. 96681,

December02, 1991; Export Processing Zone Authority

vs. CHR, G.R. No. 101476, April 14, 1992; Fil-Estate

Management vs. CHR, G.R. No. 101134, August 18,

1992; and Simon vs. CHR, G.R. No. 100150, January

05, 1994) Although decisional law has defined the
doctrine that findings of administrative agencies carry
persuasive weight, this judicial prescription is not a
hard andfast rule and it does not operate to diminish
the jurisdictional competenceorthe judicial or quasi-
judicial power of other concerned agencies to
appreciate or reject said administrative findings or
fact-finding reports and recommendations of the
Commission.

In early 1995, as a result of the Contemplacion case

where a Filipina was executed in Singapore for the
death of her ward andourinvestigation of the Sarah
Tabarcase whereanotherFilipina care-giver in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates, came home dead and inside

whose abdomen was found a dead, full-term fetus

inside a black plastic bag usually used for collecting
garbage —these two incidents generated a public
outcry against these two foreign countries — the need
wasbruited about for a humanrights desk officer in
every country where we have a sizeable community
of workers. However, for lack of funds, the

governmenthasto rely on the Departmentof Foreign
Affairs to designate one of their own to perform the
job.

Indeed,these constraints of minimallogistical support
andlesser organizational strength have cast a shadow
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upon the credibility, if not the independence of the

Commission, to effectively promote and protect
humanrights in the country.

Extrentist Policies

68

Andthere are the extremist policies of government
which stand in the way of humanrights work. In the
first place, these policies tend to subvert some aspects
of civil society like the ordinanceofcivil liberty.

Oneis the total war policy inaugurated by the gov-
ernment against the Communist insurgents after the
latter shunned the peace talks in protest over the
ratification of the Visiting Forces Agreement with the
United States by the Philippine Senate on May 26, 1999.
Undersuch a policy, respect for the dignity of manis
relegated to a secondary concern. Their obsession for
victory is what preoccupies warring parties and, as
wardragson, their humanity gradually recedesto the
drain and the monster in them rises up to lead them
to devilry. Indeed,after the talks bogged down,a flag
officer was seized by elements of the New People’s
Armyandafter his release on April 16, 1998, the Army
launched their operations against the insurgents
responsible for the seizure of the Army General
resulting in the rise of incidents of humanrights
violations against non-combatantcivilians in the
theatre of conflict to which situation was blamed on
the military.

Indeed, in our experience, humanrightsviolationsal-

ways ensue during counter-insurgency operations by
the military. And the blamefor all such incidents,
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almost, is laid on them. Killing ofcivilians, looting of

houses,thieveryof livestock, destruction of crops and
farms, destruction and burning of houses and other
personalties of the civilian population are often the
forms of human rights violations charged to and
committed by the military.

But someviolations may involve disregard by the mili-
tary of rules of engagements and normsof conduct
required of them during and after pursuit operations
or shooting war with insurgents. Someof these rules
are administrative issuances of the hierarchy of the
Military and Police, legislative policies, and
normative principles in International Humanitarian
Law, namely:

1. Prior to the conduct of the security operations,

military commandersshall, subject to public safety
and security, closely coordinate with local
governmentofficials and/or concernedcivil gov-

ernment agencies to prepare for urgent delivery
of services wherecivilians are temporarily evacu-
ated for safety. In this regard, necessary assistance
shall be extended in the evacuation,relief and re-

habilitation of evacuees as well as in the
administration of evacuation centers. (Joint
Departmentof National Defense-Departmentof In-
terior and Local Governments Circular No. 2-1991)

2. Official orders to move large groupsofcivilians
must be issued where serious combat action is
expected to occur betweenthe troops and hostile
forces. (Military Directive from the Chief of Staff
to the Commanders of Major Services and Area
Commands, 15 July 1988)
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Governmentforces shall facilitate and ensure the

delivery by government workers of goods and
basic services. (Section 5, Rules and Regulations

on Children in Situations of Armed Conflict to Re-

public Act 7610 or the Special Protection of Chil-
dren Against Child Abuse, Exploitation and
Discrimination Act). They shall coordinate with
the Peace and Order Council concerned and the

social workers in ensuring, under normal condi-

tions, the immediate and unhampered flow to and

from areas of armed conflict, of health personnel
and patients, medical supplies and equipment,
foodstuff and other basic necessities, and relief

goods. (Section 7,ibid.)

. The governmentshall providefree transportation
facilities to the evacuees during evacuation and
evacuees shall be returned to their houses at
government expense as soon as the reason for

evacuation ceases. (Resolution No. 91-001 or
Guidelines on Evacuation adopted on March 26,

1991 by the Presidential Human Rights Commit-
tee of which the Department of National Defense
is a member)

. Governmentforces shall exert maximum effort to

avoid as far as is humanly possible without
endangering the safety of the troops, innocent
civilians getting killed in crossfire, particularly the
aged and the women and the children.
Commanders must engrain upon the mindsof the
troops and their patrol leaders the need to take
extra precautions to ensure that in the course of
military or law-enforcement operations, the danger
of innocentcivilians being killed in the heat of
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battle is minimized. In situations where the es-
cape of insurgent forces cannot be avoided be-
cause of the dangerof inflicting casualties on
innocentcivilians, concern for the lives of innocent

bystanders shall be paramount, provided the
safety of the troops are not jeopardizedin the proc-
ess. (Letter-directive of the AFP Chief of Staff,
dated September 06, 1989)

6. Arresting officers shall forthwith turnover suspects
under their custody to the nearest police station.
(Rule 113, Revised Rule on Criminal Procedure).

7. The Army shall carry out all possible measures
that the civilian population maybe received under
satisfactory conditions of shelter, hygiene, health,
safety and nutrition. (Article 17, Part IV, Protocol

II)

Most humanrights violations by the police and other
law enforcement agents relate to making anarrest
without a warrant in contravention to the rules in
warrantless arrest which require, amongotherthings,

that a peace officer or a private person may, withouta
warrant, arrest a person when in his presence, the
person to be arrested has committed, is actually

committing, or is attempting to commit an offense;or,
whenan offense has just been committed and that he
has personal knowledge of the facts indicating that
the person to be arrested has committed it. (Section 5,

Rule 113, Revised Rules on Criminal Procedure). The
crime of arbitrary detention is also often the charge
filed against them for failing to turnover wanted
suspects to judicial authorities within the required
reglementary period (Article 124, Revised Penal
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Code). Violations of the custodial rights andill-
treatment of arrested suspects are also a prevalent
complaint against the police.

In dealing with the insurgency problem, government
has goneto the grassroots and created a militia called
barangay tanods or barangay watchmento counterfoil
the organizing and propagandaactivities of the
civilian fronts of the insurgents. The military also
utilized them in operations against the rebels. But
this auxiliary unit of the Philippine Armyis
unpopular and not a few of its members have been
denounced for its involvement in humanrights
violations. Nota few of them also act as “minutemen”
and goons of somelocal politicians. Inspite of our
objection and the opposition of humanrights groups
against its existence, the governmentstill pegs its
counter-insurgency program to the intrepidity of the
barangay tanods most of whom depend on the meager
monthly allowancetheyreceive from the coffers of the
military for their family to get through.

In January 1996, our government toyed with the idea
of legislating wiretapping of telephones and inquiry
and sequestration of bank deposits of suspected
terrorists and criminals to fight local insurgencies and
criminality. It was another extreme measureto dilute
the constitutional rights of privacy, personal safety and
security provisions of our Bill of Rights. The
Commission crossed sword with the government
against the proposedterror law atthe first opportunity
and roused up public antipathy against it. Without
ample judicial safeguards and standards pursuantto
which law enforcement agents may be guidedin their
wiretapping, surveillance and intelligence activities
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against suspected criminals and terrorists, the
proposal, if enacted into law, would be a throwback
to the Martial Law era. There will always be
overzealous men in uniform who,in the performance
of their office, would overstep the boundsof law and

fair play. With such an extraordinary or Martial Law
powerslodged in the law enforcement agencies, we
will be sowing the climate of fear in our social
environment. It is our position that, largely, the level
of criminality and terrorism in our society depends
on the enforcementof law and order by the police and
enforcement agencies, and that extremism is a refuge

or an instrumentof the desperate and the government
should notidealize the system but discard it from its
catalogue of strategies to promote peace and

development. It is an anathemato a caring society
founded on freedom and respect for the dignity of
man.In the ultimate analysis, peace and quiet obtain
in a society whose people live in contentment and
freedom.

The government abandonedtheidea, but only after it
stuck a stain on the libertarian tradition of ourlegal
system. In Decemberof 1995 andthe following month
of January 1996, the police rounded up a score or more
number of Middle Eastern nationals and Pakistanis
without a search warrant and a warrantof arrest. They
accused them asterrorists and presented to the media
to justify the passage of the proposedterror law. But
some of these Arabs and Pakistanis are legitimate
students in some schools in the country and are pro-
fessionals including a doctor of medicine and an en-
gineer. Others whowerein the country to do business
are nationals of Saudi Arabia. Manyof them have been
in the country for a good numberof years and they
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consider the Philippines as their adopted country
having been married to Filipino women with whom
they sired children. Among those arrested are Muslim
missionaries and preachersof the Islamic faith mostly
from Jordan.

In these police round ups of suspected terrorists an
Iraqi national, Adel Anon Bani who is a meatshop
ownerand anelectronics engineering graduate of a
local university, was arrested and presented to the

mediaas the twin brother of Ramzi Ahmen Yousef, a

suspected mastermind in the bombing of the Trade
Center in New York, simply because the formeris a
look-alike of the latter. But the two has no blood
relationatall, for the suspect in the Trade Center case

is a Pakistani.

The government wasrunningberserkto project its con-
cern and paint the problem of terrorism for the country
as a serious one within the purview of the “present
dangerrule” that had to be responded to with an
extraordinary police measure suchas the adoption of
an anti-terror law. Things were hyped-up in the
media. On January 14, 1996, our Bureau of

Immigration barred from the country an internation-
ally renowned Muslim scholar and author of some 20
books on Islam from Canada, Prof. Abu AmeenahBilal

Philips who came to the country for a speaking
engagementat the Sharif Kabungsuan Collegeat
Cotabato City. The academician served as Professor
in a University in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia and, at the
time when he wasdenied entry, was the Director of
Foreign Language Departmentof the Islamic Press of
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates and the Islamic

Information Center of the said Emirates. He fre-
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quented Mindanao becauseheis married to a Muslim
lady in the area with whom he hasoneson. Healso
helped in the formulation of the Islamic curriculum
of the Sharif Kabungsuan College. Prof. Philips was
our resource speakerin the First International Islamic
Symposium for Peace and Solidarity sponsored by the
Departmentof Foreign Affairs, the Islamic Call of the
Philippines and the Philippine Muslim Bar Associa-
tion, held in the country on August 7-9, 1989.
President Corazon C. Aquino received him andother
foreign delegates to the Conference at Malacafiang
during a luncheon she hosted for them. But at the
international airport of the country, he was subjected
to indignities and denied by Immigration authorities
to call up local Muslim personalities he knowsto
vouch for him including a Muslim lady Senator. All
night, he was kept at the transit area of the airport
without any food served to him and under the
watchful eyes of two guards. To quenchhis thirst and
hunger, he drank water from the fountain facility in

the airport. He was madeto boardthe early morning
flight of the United Arab Emirates Airlines for
Hongkongthe following day.

Earlier, two Malaysian nationals were also barred
from entering the country and returned to their
country of origin at the earliest opportunity simply
because they indicated in their disembarkation form
Mindanaoastheir destination. At the international
airport, they were not allowed to speak by phoneto
their Embassy in Manila.

The proposed law was mainly designed to deal with
the insurgency of the Bangsa Moro and check their
proselytizing activities in non-Muslim areas of the
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country including that of foreign Muslim preachers.
This is borne by a testimony of a Cabinet Memberof
the government who wrote aboutit in the organ of
the ruling Party in its issue of November 1995, a month

before the massive round ups of foreign Muslim
nationals were made. Thus:

THE EXTREMISM weface today is not of the
secular type we experience in the ‘70’s. Islamic
revivalism — sparked by the Shiite success in
Iran — envisions the return to the glory days of
the Islamic Empire, undertheocratic rule. Com-

petition for Sunni extremists indicate that even
Muslim-dominated kingdomsorgovernments are
not spared by this problem asin the case ofPaki-
stan, Afghanistan, Algeria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,

the Sudan, Tajikistan and even Malaysia.

The Philippinesis an attractive target for Islamic evan-
gelization andterritorial annexation. Historical ante-
cedents, the race for conversion, and the continuing

need for battle fronts are their justification for global
jihad, amidst peace efforts being pursued in the Mid-
dle East, the Balkans, Central Asia, and right here in

our own country.

This explains, by and large, the dichotomoussituation
in Muslim Mindanao, and whyIslamic extremism is
dynamically replacing the secessionists of old.

Sometraveled abroad for schooling and to gain combat
experience, while mercenaries disguised as
missionaries flowed in a steady stream to transfer
technologies of war in the jungles of Basilan, Sulu,
the Zamboanga Peninsula, and Central Mindanao.
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In manyparts of the country, mosques and Arabic
schools (or Madaris) as far north as Pangasinan are
sprouting up. Mass media has been penetrated to
spread the wordof the Koran.

Overthe past three years, depredations by the MILF-
ABU SAYAFF-NICC and the so-called “Lost
Commands”of the MNLF haveincreased in number.
As we waged the peace, they prepared for war,
supported by underground movements operating in
variousparts of the globe, including the Philippines.
The MILF is headed by Ustadz Hashim Salamat. The
Abu Sayaff is led by Amir Abdurajak Janjalani, the
NICC—a breakaway MNLF group—is commanded
by the former MNLF Chief of Staff Melham Alam.
(Rafael M. AlunanIII, “Philippines, A Target of Islamic
Evangelization.” In the Party Line, official organ of
the Lakas-NUCD-UMDP,Vol. 2, No. 9, November

1995, pp. 1 and 3. Mr. AlunanIII was the Secretary of
the Department of Interior and Local Governments
whenhe wrotethis article.)

Anotherextremist policy that stands in the way of hu-
man rights work is the total criminalization of
rebellion. It may be a good measure to maintain
nationalstability and security. But the law proscribes
the employment of violence and armed meansto
promote even legitimate aspiration.It thus begs the
question: Where do you leave the neglected sectors
of society who, lacking a better representation in the
government, could not pull the fulcrum of power to
their advantage even during elections and other
popular democratic exercises? Our laws allow the
appreciation of certain mitigating circumstances to
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lower imposable penalty in favor of the accused. The
President is vested with the powerto grant pardon
and amnesty to convicted prisoners and dissidents.
But,as it is before, pardon and amnesty are seasonal
measures resorted to by government only during
special occasions such as Christmases, presidential
birthdays, new year’s, etc. These legal institutions
temperthe harshnessof the law, but they do not show
enoughfor respect for the primacy of humanrights.
Perhaps, the liberalization of amnestyas relief

institution for political dissidents and membersof the
neglected sectors who go underground could be one
measure. Whatever, the powershould not be used as
a political tool which comes in handy for some
political agenda. But the political mood in
governmentlooks disinclined to such a liberal
outlook. During the peace talks between the govern-
ment and the Communist-led National Democratic
Front for the past three years, the Presidential
Committee on the Grant of Parole, Pardon and Am-

nesty was actively processing applications for
amnesty from alleged political prisoners who were
charged and convicted of ordinary crimes by the
courts. But after the demiseof the talks early this year,
the Committee followed its wake. No meeting of the
Committee was held again.

Political prisoners should not be regardedas criminals
but “prisoners of conscience” who should be weaned
over from the Jacobin path with a promise of a better
future in a caring society, not wasted in the confines
of their cells. In democratic constitutions the world
overincludingthatof the Philippines, the right to self-
determination is a recognized human right. The
United Nations’ Universal Declarations of Human
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Rights goes farther with its third preambular
statements:

Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be
compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to

rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that
humanrights should be protected by the rule of
law.

The Doctor of the Catholic Church, St. Thomas
Aquinas, and the Prophetof Islam prescribed the in-
strumentof rebellion as a weaponoflast resort of the
weakandthe oppressed.

This is not to pontificate on great issues in philosophy
which occupied great thinkers for centuries. I just
wish to bring home the point that the Commission,
particularly myself who belongs to the minority
Bangsa Moro,feels in the neck the stricture of a wrong
political policy of convenience that loops its noose
around people for their political affiliation.

The law on death penalty in the Philippinesis also
one such policy which tinkers with the dignity of man.
It was enacted by our government on October13, 1993
on the premise that the penalty of death serves as a
deterrent to would-be criminals not to commit hei-
nous crimes. But the measure only achieved the
opposite with not a few law enforcement agents taking
the law into their hands and executing or “salvaging”
suspects in heinous crimes and the ever increasing
numberof heinouscriminals.

There are human rights friendly penal impositions
lesser in harshness than the death penalty but which
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also constitutes as a crime-deterrent. Oneis the
condemnationofheinous criminals toa life sentence injailwithout
pardonorparole orcommutationofsentence. Butthe government
does notsee the need to scrap the death penalty.

Rights vs. Popular Action

Uponthe heels of a spate of crime, local government
executives and the police would pursue a crime
control policy against criminality that ran roughshod
on constitutional guarantees on humanrights and
freedoms. With the drug menace considered as mostly
its “progenitor”of sort, the Mayor of Manila embarked
in June 1997 an anti-drug policy that disregarded
elementary rules of due process, spray-painting
houses occupied not only by suspected drug pushers
but other individuals with the phrase, “A drug pusher
lives here” and the like. Soon other cities and towns
followed witha slight modification to Manila’s brutish
approach. But what followed wasa spate of extra-
judicial killings. The media treated the public to a
daily dish of people, who wereidentified as drug
pushers, found dead of fatal woundsin somecity
corners, vacant lots, creeks andrivers. Nota few cities

earnedthe distinction from a city of crime to a city of
dead bodies. Some Queen Cities of the Philippines
like Manila, Cebu and Davao competedfor notoriety.
But like Pontius Pilate, some concerned local

government executives washed their hands of any
bloodstain by laying the blameon vigilantes.

This anti-drug campaign was popular with the
masses. When the Commission took a stand against
it, it was put on the spot. When,in the name of human
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rights, I suggested that we pursue our advocacy
against this popularaction of governmentto its logical
conclusion in the judicial arena, only one

Commissioner sided with me. Commissioner
Mercedes Contreras-Danenberg and I went ahead and
soughtthe court to declare the unconstitutionality of
the spray-painting program of the City Government
of Manila and this case is now pendingin the Court
of Appeals. The Integrated Barof the Philippines, the
biggest association of lawyers in the country, also
questioned the same measure, and so did a distin-

guished group of lawyers, the Mabini, which
intervened in our petition. We have high hopesthat
wewill win this case.

Since our watch and even before my appointmentto
the Commissionin late 1994, the police has employed
from now andthenthe strong arm of the law to lynch
criminality that doesn’t sit well with libertarians but
popular to some degree to the people. The conduct
of saturation drive in “squatter” areas, which are
knownlairs or havensof criminal elements in the city,
is a fixture in the catalogue of police warfare against
criminality. No less than the Supreme Court took
notice of this high-handedtactic and went tenuously
by its judicial review poweranddirected in the case
of Guanzon vs. de Villa (G.R. No. 80503, 30 January
1990), the Commission on Human Rights, the
Departmentof Justice and the Integrated Philippine
National Police to draw up and enforce clear
guidelines to govern police actions intended to abate
riots and civil disturbances, flush out criminal ele-

ments and subdueterrorist activities. It was ironic
that, inspite of a plethora of humanrights provisions
in the bill of rights in our Constitution, some clear
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guidelines had to be fashioned out for our law en-
forcement agencies. Despite the forging of guidelines,
however,westill find some sizeable elements of the

police force going beyondthe pale of the law in their
pursuit of criminals to the discomfort and violation
of the peace and quietof the latter’s neighbors.

Cases have beenfiled against the police for human
rights violations committed during saturation drives,

but the Commission would alwaysfind the blank wall
in its investigation owing to, amongotherthings, the
involvementof a great numberofpolice in the opera-
tion and the hostility of the entire hierarchy of the
police unit involved which authorized in thefirst
place the operation. Additionally, there is the problem
of localizing responsibility on every individual police
involved and the degree or the legal complexion of
their participation in the raid. At most, only one or
two leaders of the raiding teams could be identified
amongthe operatives but, except for the charge of
commandresponsibility, our investigators could
hardly connect them to individual humanrights
violations. In one case, it was forced to accede to the

overturesof a local chief executive andhis city police
force for peace with a covenant between them and the
residents who were “disturbed” unnecessarily dur-
ing a raid in September 1995 of a Muslim community
in Manila, outlining the mode of cooperation between
them duringa raid.

Development Aggression

The Commission on HumanRights is full to the hilt
of complaints associated with the demolition of
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squatter shanties in dense and depressed areasin the
city and the eviction of its residents. This government
activity is pursued in the name of development and
tourism. To give way to high-rise buildings or
commercial structures and regardedas eyesores, slum
areas are cleansed of its shanties. While the issue of
the eviction of squatters mainly relates to the right to
housing, a secondorthird generation right over which
the Commission on Human Rights has no
investigative jurisdiction, the Commission

nonetheless takes jurisdiction in keeping with the
mandate of the Lina Law (R.A. No. 7279, March 24,

1992) which requires the observance of proceduralre-
quirements in eviction cases and the provision of
resettlement site and financial assistance by
government. Also, the Commission seesto its
responsibility to safeguard human rights during
demolition and rein in uniformed personnel from
unnecessarily inflicting injury to squatters who
opposed the proceedings. One example where the
Commission intervened involved a community of
Muslim “squatters” in Manila.

In January 1996, the City Governmentof Manila tried
by force the demolition of Moro shanties on the banks
of an estero of the Pasig River in Quiapo and on the
shoulderof a city road within the samedistrict. The
residents put up a violent and bloody opposition
which waspublicized in the media. Takingthe side of
the squatters, theCommissionremindedthegovernmentaboutits
non-compliance to the demandsofthe Lina Law. The Ramos
presidency tookour representation and advisory kindly anda
numberofhigh-rise condominium buildings were built for the
Moroevictees at a nearbycity.
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lenges

I must however, confess that the action on the case of

those Moro squatters in Manila was an exception
rather than the rule. Overwhelmedwith force, some squatter
communitiesin thecities took the path ofleast resistance and
wentwithsomemonetary enticements minus theresettlementsite
and shelter which are often located far from the economic arteries
of the city wherethey earn their living.

This urban form of development aggression hasits
ilk in the rural setting. It comes by also as a monster
of a strategy to an export-led development plan for
economic growth, began and pursued with vigorsince
1992 by our economic czars who are awash with every
optimism to usher into the millenium our country as
a newindustrialized country.

In the agriculture sector, this strategy entails the
conversionof agricultural lands into farm plantations
for high-yielding crops which cater to foreign markets.
Operated as a commercial enterprise and technology-
intensive for its operation and the processing of its
agricultural products, farmhands only form
negligible components of its workforce which com-
prised of highly skilled personnel. So most of our
simple rural folks amongoursedentary agriculturists
found themselves withouta job orlot to till or became
exploited small-time feeders and lot farmers. Forits
arable lands, many of these plantations are situated
within the ancestral domain of the indigenous com-
munities with dismally low literacy rate.

To supportthe energy andotherinfrastructural needs
or requirements of an industrial driven and export-
oriented agricultural economy, government embarked
on establishing damsto generate hydroelectric power
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in the midst of the communities of the indigenous
people. Some of these “dammingprojects” in Luzon,
especially in the Cordillera and NuevaVizcaya, have
been shelved after violent opposition of the affected
indigenous people whofear for the loss of the
balanced ecosystem of their community and the lack
of a credible rehabilitation and compensation program
for them in exchange for their displacement, among
other things. But in Mindanao, some dams were

allowedto operate after a long negotiation and bloody
confrontation between oppositors and government
forces.

In livelihood-generating projects of the government
within the ancestral domainof the indigenouspeople,
they weresidelined.

In a reforestation project in Davao which was awarded
to and operated in 1997 by thelocal firm of Alcantara
and Sons owned by non-membersof the tribal
communities, the Talainged and Ata-Manobopeople
in the area of concessions banded themselvesagainst
the project and not a few among the membersof the
tribes werekilled or injured for their opposition. The
Commission intervened and, after a series of

consultations and dialogues, the conflict was resolved

with the Alcantara and Sons taking in membersof the
indigenous communities to its workforce and the
government committing to issue in favorof the tribes
a certificate of ancestral domain title for their
community.

In the mining industry, foreign capital dominates.
Controlled by absentee-capitalists who carelittle, if
ever they do, for our environment and the people
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within the immediate concession area, the industry
becomesin a sense a “fleecer” of the lifeblood of the
country. Ironically, through Congress weenticed them
with every incentive, providing them the freedom to
movetheir profits and capital as they wish to and
control over their mining operation to the limits of
their equity or capital participation in the industry.
Our Mining Law, which wasenacted in March 1995,

saw to that. It was only in 1996 whenthespillage of
minetailings at Marcopper Mining in Marinduquehit
the country andriveted public attention to destruction
and poisoning of rivers and waterwaysandaffliction
of residents with skin diseases and organic disorders
from mining wastesthat the governmentbeganto give
consideration to the need for a social welfare provision
in the implementing rules and regulations of the
Mining Act. A new section was addedto the rules,

recognizing and according greater respect and
protectionto the rights of the indigenous people, par-
ticularly by pairing a minimum royalty if mining is
allowedin ancestral lands and domain. Therulesalso
recognize the rights of local communities affected by
mining by requiring a minimumallocation for
community development and ensuring their partici-
pation in the monitoring of mining projects. (Horacio
C. Ramos, “Sustainable Mining: A Policy to Reinvigorate
Mining.” A keynote addressdelivered at the 9" Annual
Geological Convention at Sulo Hotel, Quezon City,

Philippines, December 4-6, 1996).

But the situation on the groundis a sordid story. In
Porac, Pampanga, the indigenous Aetas complained
against paramilitary men of a copper mining firm who
were harassing them to leave their community. At
this very moment, a community of indigenous people,
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the Subanons are holdingtheir picketlines against the
operationof a foreign mining firm, Toronto Ventures,
in their ancestral homeland in Siocon, Zamboanga del
Norte. They feel aggrieved that they were relegated
to receive crumbs while the benefit of development
mainly goesto foreign capital in the first place, among
other complaints.

In the ancestral lands of the indigenous people
logging operations by concessionaires from outside
of their community are wreaking muchdestruction,
as before, to their economic support system whichis
environment-based.

Governmentinsensitivity to the protestation of the
marginalized sectors of our population is the
outgrowthof its adherenceto crass capitalism which
is bad for humanrights. This western implantation is
alien to the Filipino and to the Asians. But we are
reinventing it to an unfeeling freak of an economic
ism more than its western model. Almost every
economic enterprise where government awards con-
cessions is the preserve of the moneyed membersof
society.

In Malaysia, in order to democratize its economy, the
government enters into partnership with the
bhumiputras and provided them withinterest-free loan
to get them into business and commerce. Iran and
some Middle East countries take care of its poor
population from a “trust treasury” with money
sourced from a poor tax on somewealth or from some
philanthropists. In the Philippines, you draw a loan
ona collateral or some other arrangements but always
with interest which compoundseveryfailure to pay
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the loan at due date irrespective of whether you are
pooror a big-time businessman, or whether you made
any profit or not, or whether youare visited by man-
madeor naturaldisasters.

Unlike in the Philippines, the disabled sectors in Spain
are given preferential treatment to operate the
lucrative lotto outlets.

In Japan, penalties for violation of the law on public
accessibility in favor of the elderly and the
handicappedare held in trust for these marginal
sectors of society. In the Philippines, there is no such
policy.

It is said that society is measured by howits people
regard their animals. This is not an accurate social
index of a civilization. People may care for their dogs,
carabaos or elephants forits utility, among other
things. Rather, it is more congruousto say that a
society enjoys a social climate of harmony whereits
peoplecare for or grant more humanrights or prefer-
ential treatment to the less privileged among their
brethren.

Underourcapitalist culture, I fear we have developed
a class of home-grown businessmen and corporate
managers whoregard the obstinacy of the poor
workingmen to the demandsof profit and capital as
stupidity, or the protestations of our marginalized
indigenous people against aggression of capital as
ignorance, not as a cry of pain which needs somepills
forrelief.

As you know,crass capitalism cultivates our individu-
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alistic predilections, not our social bondings to

humanity. Without a religious face, however
governments dress up its developmentstrategy for
economic growth as a specie of the social market
economy and thelike with the people as the objects
of development, the disguise of an overall will not
changethe reality about the capitalists who wearit. It
is mythesis here that any activity especially the profit-
generating ones,if it is to bear the commongood, must

be undertaken in the collective name of society or
humanity and not merely as an individual pursuit for
the goodof its undertakers andfilial relations. Andit
is only religion— whetherit be Islam or Christianity
or Buddhism or Hinduism—that carries the
impelment for the individual to look beyond his
person and upholdhis greater identity as a social
being subsumed in the mass of mankind or, if you
wish—as in Hinduism—as an embodied soul from
the Atman from where all individual souls arise.
Where man comesin this social complexion and in
the garb ofreligion, whateverhisactivityis, it may be
assumedthathe is a socially-oriented person and the
object of his toils is the common good, foremost of
all. In brief, it is not the glare of technocratic words

that governments used to wrap its development
package that makes society and man,butit is in the
innate wellspring of his goodness and oneness with
mankind that finds its womb in religion. Govern-
ments should therefore source from religion its wealth
of moral teachings and craft an economic system and
call it by its name in religion, so the people will
identify themselves with and workbyits tutelage like
some votaries of a religious faith as they are,
respecting the humanrights of all and putting the
interests of the marginalized a priority concern.
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Myfear that our socio-economicdirectionswill bring
humanrights to the drain is not misplaced. As early
as December 1996, I made representation with our

government to include the Commission on Human
Rights for membership in the Regional Development
Councils, so we can factor into the economic plans of
government some humanrights concerns and monitor

the implementationof its developmentprojects in the
name of humanrights. But it was turned down. In
the Commission, we feel diminished. As a Constitu-

tional body tasked to promote humanrights in the
country, the Commission can well contribute some
facets to development that consider humanrights
concerns and interests of the marginalized sectors of
our society. In the implementation of development
plans and policies, humanrights violations almost
always ensuesuchas the displacementof people, loss
of or damageto their properties, ancestral land and
cultural integrity, among other things.

Threats and Harassment

I wish to stress that government snobbery hasnotin
any way discouraged the Commission from pursuing
its investigation mandate against the uniformed
members of the bureaucracy who violate human
rights. The greater challenge posed to the Commission
is our precarious security including that of our
investigators and witnesses whoreceived threats and
“violent pressures” in connection with controversial
cases. To help our witnesses withstand the heat, we
enroll them in our witness protection program,shelter
them in our office and provide some monthly
allowances for some period of time before we get the



approval of the Departmentof Justice for their
enlistment in its witness protection program which
providesbetter security and financial assistance to its
enrollees. For those who becomeveritable objects of
threats, they enlist the services of security escorts, and
secure guns and bulletproof vests.

These threats are real and they could only be the
handiwork of violators especially among the local
governmentexecutives and uniformed personnel who
entertained some scare from our investigators.
Although the Commission cannot impose
administrative sanctions to humanrightsviolators,it
has the powerto derail the promotion of uniformed
personnel by not issuing them a clearance and, with
its active participation in the investigation and
prosecution of charges against humanrights violators,
mostlikely they will be disciplined by appropriate
agencies of government.

Sadly, these threats interfered with our investigation
and,in fact, frustrated our questfor the truth in some

humanrights violation cases.

One suchcase relates to the violent death of some
members of a robbery and kidnapping syndicate,
which shookto the hilt the entire police organization.
All the investigation arms of the government
conducted their own individual and separate probe.
The facts are established that before the breaking of
the morn on May 18, 1995,the police sprayed bullets
ona van while it was cruising on a main thoroughfare
in QuezonCity, killing some eleven membersof the
Kuratong Baleleng gang. But controversy arose when
the police claimed that what happened wasa shootout,

QI
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while there were ampletelltale signs that it was a case
of a”rubout”. So about ninety or morepoliceofficers
and men including two generals were indicted for
murder in connection with the incident. One of the
prosecution witnesses, who is a woman, was under

the custody of the Commission. Oneday, oursecurity
guardsreported that suspicious-looking armed men
were frequently seen within the vicinity of the
Commission and that one of those implicated in the
case wasableto enter its Visitorial Office looking for
the witness. To avoid complications, we transferred
our witness to the custody of the National Bureau of
Investigation. For a more synchronize investigation
of the rubout case, the Commission transmitted its

records to the Departmentof Justice and assisted the
latter when soughtto.

Anothercaserefers to the October 14, 1997 killing of

two Arabs inside the Siongco military camp in
Barangay Awang, Datu Odin Sinsuat Municipality,
Maguindanao Province, by soldiers. One of these
Arabs was an Egyptian and the other was a Saudi
national. The military command in Southern
Philippines claimedthat the twoareterrorists hanging
around the premises of the campto assassinate the
Commanding Officer of the 6" Infantry Division who
lives in said camp. Inspite of the advise of our
Regional Director and his investigatorial staff in the
region for meto forego my investigation sortie to the
area “with a view to reviewing policies concerning
the safety of (our) personnel and their capability to
protect themselves,” I proceeded with my investiga-
tion under the security blanket of police security es-
corts and media people from Manila. We have
witnesses to pin downthe military for the extrajudicial
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execution of the two Arabs but they were not willing
to come out into the open unless their security and
personal safety are guaranteed during andafter the
investigation of the case. For their security after the
investigation of the case, they demandedthat they be
given asylum abroad or deployed preferably to Ma-
laysia or Saudi Arabia beyondthe reach of vengeful
elements in the military. Although their fears are
legitimate, the Commission could not come up with
some arrangement to answerfor their requests for
obvious reasons. So our investigation was shelved
for lack of witness.

Already, a human rights lawyer was murdered on
April 30, 1996 for handling a case of human rights
violation against a local chief executive. This case
involved the killing of a barangay militiaman on
November20, 1995 by a bodyguard and cousin of a
town mayor. The town’s police filed a case of ordinary
homicide against the gunman. The lawyer and family
of the victim soughtfor the intervention of the Com-
mission, contending that the charge should be murder
and it should include the mayor and others as
principals by induction. The Commission
investigated the case and, on our representation, the
Departmentof Justice amended the charge from homi-
cide to murder and included the Mayor and some
other culprits in the charge sheet. No bail was
recommendedfor their release. The case hugged the
media headlines for monthsthat noless than the Sec-
retary of the Department of Interior and Local
Governmentsled the arrest of the mayorto the blare
of media publicity.

The military and the police had enjoyed 16 years of
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Marcosrule as a privileged sector of society, feared
for their monstrosity and position of untouchability.
From the Edsa Revolution of 1986 that overthrew the
Marcosdictatorship, 13 years had lapsed and perhaps
it will take more than this period of time to wean
them away from the decadentculture of martial law.
Until then, we haveto be true to our calling as human

rights advocates, keep our security escorts and guns
to ward off evil men from harming us, and hopethat
things will fall in its right places and confine the mili-
tary and thepoliceto their traditional role as protectors
of the people and keeperof peace in the community.

Judicial Delay

94

Finally, I note with sadness that from the 6,356 cases

weinvestigated for the last ten years which reached
the prosecution and/or courttrial stages, only more
than one percent thereof werejudicially disposed of.
This does not speak well of our judicial system and
concern for the primacy of humanrights.

Underits investigative power, the Commission may
inquire into the actuationsof a judge in relation to his
observanceofthe rights of the accused ina case before
him. The law secures to every accused certain civil
rights during the trial, namely: 1) To be presumed
innocent until the contrary is proved beyond
reasonable doubt; 2) to be informed of the nature and
cause of the accusation against him; 3) to be present
and defend in person and by counsel at every stage
of the proceedings, from the arraignmentto the prom-
ulgation of judgment;4) to testify as a witness in his
ownbehalf but subject to cross-examination on matters
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he testified thereabout. Hissilence shall not be in any
manner prejudice him; 5) to be exempt from being
compelled to be a witness against himself; 6) to
confront and cross-examine the witness against him
at the trial; 7) to have compulsory process issued to
serve the attendance of witnesses and production of
other evidence in his behalf; 8) to have a speedy,
impartial and public trial; and 9) to have the right of
appeal in all cases allowed and in the manner
prescribed by law. (Rule 115, Rules of Court; See
Sections 14,16, 17, Article III, 1987 Philippine

Constitution)

In one case, I tried to get the Commission to

investigate a Judge of a Regional Trial Court on a
complaint of a party whoalleged that the said Judge
sat on a case where he is a defendant for an
unnecessarily length of time in violation of the latter’s
right to speedytrial. In our jurisdiction, a Trial Court
Judge must conduct a hearing continuously and con-
clude the same within 90 daysas far as practicable
unless the parties agree on someother schedules. (See
Rule 6, Rules of Court). After the case is submitted

for decision, the judge is required to decide it within
90 days. (Article VIII, Section 15 (1), 1987 Philippine
Constitution). But the Commission preferred to avoid
taking even a peek to the judicial terrain where the
Supreme Court roosts as primus, so to speak. The
Constitution vests in the Supreme Court administra-
tive supervision overall courts and the personnel
thereof (Article VIII, Section 6, ibid.) and the power

to discipline judges of lower courts. (Article VIII,
SectionII, ibid.) I made the point that our investigation
is simply an administrative investigation, and in no
way will it intrude into the domain of the Supreme

9
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Court because such an investigation will be confined
to gathering facts and, thereafter the Commissionwill
make recommendations to the Supreme Court which
it may adopt or reject or consider as basis for any
action in relation to the Judge complained against. But
the majority of the membersof the Commission were
a bit conservative on the issue and chose to look the
other way.

BETTER POLICY

Nevertheless, over and above any form of advocacy
towardsthe establishment of a humanrights culture
particularly among our uniformed men,the better
strategy would be the adoption by the governmentof
someethical normsof conduct and behavior for them
with avertive or preventive potency to rein in errant
propensities that proceed with power. Betterstill, the
government, especially its military and police
components should heed the recommendationsof the
Commission on Human Rights. Otherwise, our

progress in human rights promotion and protection
will be, as itis, slow andourtoils in the field of human

rights will be,as it is, painful.

But the Philippine Military, especially, was mostly
unavailing to the recommendations of the
Commission. Let me refer to two cases to belabor the
point.

In myinvestigation of the February 1999 shooting war
between the government forces and the freedom
fighters of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front, I found
that some Morocivilian housesin the heart of a Moro
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town in Mindanao, were burned by elements of the

Philippine Army andthat torn pages of the Qur’an
werestrewnall over and someofits pages were found
inside a toilet bowl. Such a sacrilege could only be
done by a mad man amongthe military who must
have been underthe influence of liquor or some de-
pressants. It is public knowledge that soldiers in
Mindanao whoare “non-Muslims” drink intoxicants
without due regard to the religious sensitivity of its
Muslim population. To obviate the happening of a
similar incident, I recommendedto the military the

adoption of a policy banning soldiers assigned in
mainly Muslim areas in Mindanao from drinking any
intoxicant and providing administrative sanctions for
its violation. But the military or the governmentdid
not do anything and treats the advisory as a piece of
trash, not even addressing the Commission anyletter-
reply inspite of a Correspondence Law penalizing
concerned personnel in governmentwhofail to reply
to letters within 15 days from receipt thereof. To some
degree, this reflects the state of our military culture
and the place of humanrights in the military psyche.

Much earlier, the military ignored the
recommendation of the Commission for the military
to relieve or subject to disciplinary measures the
Commanding Officer of the 31* Infantry Battalion
whose unit was responsible for most of the human
rights violations in Maguindanao and to compensate
the civilian population of three townsin the province
whose houses and crops were either destroyed or
burned by the military during a counter-insurgency
operation against the Bangsa Moro Armyin January
and February of 1997.
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One wonders whyafter our Edsa Revolution in Feb-
ruary 1986 which overthrew the Marcosdictatorship,
humanrights concernsarestill at rock bottom in the
hierarchy of governmentprograms. Realizing the need
to strengthen our Commission, correct its structural
weaknesses and makeit a quasi-judicial agency and
a truly independent one for the weak and the
oppressed, we sought Congressto pass the pertinent
enabling law andits certification as priority govern-
mentbill as far back as 1996 butthebill has not moved
beyondthefirst-reading stage. The presidency did
not bother to give thecertification to fast-track its
passage.

In the meanwhile, we struggle to keep ourbearing as
an independent Constitutional body andget on with
our partnership with governmentagencies which fund
some of our humanrights work andflagship projects,
andstill claim that we are humanrights advocatesin
the best traditions because we shout for humanrights.

Andin our shouts for humanrights, we do not have
any better friend than the crusading media
practitioners who keep our company and raise our
complaints to the bar of public opinion and prick the
ears of the powers-that-be in the bigger government.

But whatif these shouts only fall on stone-deaf ears?
Do weelevate our case to the United Nations’ Office
of the High Commissioner on HumanRights?

While we havea free press anda political tradition of
democracy, our experience inhuman rights work is
not enviable. But this does not deter us from mounting
our horsesas soldiers of humanrights and freedom.
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Even against the windmills of power weraise our
torch and stand our ground. Ultimately, the winners
would comefrom those whotry.
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in the case of UNIVERSITY OF THE
PHILIPPINES BOARD OF REGENTS,

CHANCELLOR ROGER POSADAS, DR.
EMERLINDA ROMAN, DEAN CONSUELOPAZ,
DR. ISAGANI MEDINA, DR. MARIA SERENA
DIOKNO,DR. OLIVIA CAOILI, DR. FRANCISCO
NEMENZO II, DEAN PACIFICO AGABIN,
CARMELITA GUNO, and MARICHU LAMBINO
versus HON. COURT OF APPEALS and
AROKIASWAMYWILLIAM MARGARETCELINE,
G.R. No. 134625 dated August 31, 1999 is on the
academic freedom of schools and universities. May a
writ of mandamus issued by the court be a valid
remedy to compel an educationalinstitution to grant
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I The main issue resolved by the Supreme Court
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an academic degree to students. More specifically m

this case, maya school or university be compelied to

restore an academnic degree ameerly eranied to her?

The case involved a Ph. D. degree in Anthropology
already granted to a student but was later withdrawn
after a finding that some portionsof the doctoral dis-
sertation she submitted werelifted from a publication
without a proper acknowledgmentof the source.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM GENERALLY
DEFINED

Generally, academic freedom is the liberty to pursue
and teach relevant knowledgeandto discussit freely
without restriction from school or public officials or
from other sources of influence. Academic freedom
according to Justice Felix Frankfurter includes the
determination on (1) who mayteach; (2) what maybe
taught; (3) howit shall be taught; and (4) who may be
admitted to study (Sweezy vs. New Hampshire, 354 U.S.
234 (1957)).

BROADER ASPECTS OF ACADEMIC
FREEDOM

The meaning of academic freedom has been very much
broadened. Underthe naturalism theory, an academic
freedom for the teacher or students is the selection
and pursuit of various experiences. It is also a right
of a faculty member to pursuehis studies in his
particular specialty and thereafter to make knownor
publish the result of his endeavors withoutfear that
retribution would be vested on him in the eventthat

IOI
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his conclusions are found distasteful or objectionable
to the powers that be, whether in the political,
economic, or academic establishments (Pedden and

Ryan, Catholic Philosophy ofEducation, p. 590).

The Supreme Court in Garcia vs. Faculty Aamission Com-
mittee, 68 SCRA 283 (1975) enumerated several ways
by which academic freedom canbe exercised, namely,
it is a right claimed by the accredited educator, as
teacher and as investigator, to interpret his findings

and to communicate his conclusions without being
subjected to any interference, molestation, or

penalization because these conclusions are
unacceptable to someconstituted authority within or
beyondtheinstitutions.

It is a freedom of professionally qualified persons to
inquire, discover, publish and teach the truth as they
see it in the field of their competence. It is subject to
no control or authority of the rational methods by
which truths or conclusions are sought and
established in these disciplines.

It is the right of a schoolorcollege, as an institution of

higher learning, to decide for itself its aims and
objectives and how best to attain them, free from
outside coercion or interference save possibly when
the overriding public welfare calls for somerestraint,
and with a wide sphere of autonomycertainly
extending to the choice of students.

It is the right of each university teacher, recognized
andeffectively guaranteed by society, to seek and
express the truth as he personally sees it, both in his
academic workandin his capacity as a privatecitizen.



INTERNAL CONDITIONS FOR
ECONOMIC FREEDOM

The internal conditions for academic freedom ina uni-
versity are that the academicstaff should have defacto
control of the following functions: (1) the admission and

examination of students; (2) the curricula for courses of
study; (3) the appointmentand tenureofoffice ofacademic
staff; and (4) the allocation of income amongthe different
categories ofexpenditure.

The essential freedomsofa university are to determine
for itself on academic grounds who mayteach, what
may be taught, howit shall be taught, and who may
be admitted to study.

The freedom of the teacheror research workerin higher
institutions of learning is to investigate and discuss
the problems of his science and to express his
conclusions, whether through publication or in the
instruction of the teacher, without interference from

political and ecclesiastical authorities or administra-
tive opinionsof institutions in which he is employed,
unless his methodsare foundby a qualified body of
his own profession to be clearly incompetent or
contrary to professional ethics (Garcia vs. Faculty
Admission Committee, 68 SCRA 283 (1975)).

Constitutional Provisions on Academic Freedom

Art. XIV sec. 5 of the Phil. Constitution states:

“1, The State shall take into account regional and sectoral
needs and conditionsand shall encouragelocal planning
in the developmentofeducationalpolicies and programs.
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2. Academicfreedom shall be enjoyed n all institutions of
higher learning.

3. Every citizen hasa rightto select a profession or course
of study, subject to fair, reasonable, and equitable
admission and academic requirements.

4. The State shall enhance the right of teachers to profes-
sional advancement. Non-teaching academic and non-
academic personnel shall enjoy the protectionofthe State.

5. The State shall assign the highest budgetary priority to
education and ensure that teaching will attract and retain
its rightful shareofthe best available talents through ad-
equate remuneration and other meansofjob satisfaction
andfulfillment.” /

The 1935 Philippine Constitution referred on academic
freedom only to universities established by the State,
notin institutions of higher learning (Art. XIII, section

5, 1935). The 1973 Philippine Constitution states that
“all institutions of higher learning shall enjoy academic
freedom,including private schools.” The 1987 Philippine
Constitution has spelled out a much broader aspect
of academic freedom. Therespectfor freedom ofbelief
and expression requires that all higher institutions per
se can lay claim to academic freedom. Precisely
because the use of public funds for state universities
maybeutilized as a meansforlegislators to interfere
in academic matters, there was a need for an explicit

affirmation of sucha right. In Laxamanavs. Borlaza, 47
SCRA 29 (1972), an aspect of academic freedom was
discussed in this wise: “The vital need in a constitu-
tional democracy for freedom of expression is
undeniable whether as a meansof assuring individual
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self-fulfillment, of attaining the truth, of securing
participation by the people in social, including po-
litical, decision-making, and of maintaining the
balance between stability and change. The trend as
reflected in Philippine and American decisions is to
recognize the broadest scope andassureit the widest
latitude. Nowhere should there be a greater respect
for its commandsthan in educationalinstitutions. It
would make a mockery of academic freedom if there
is the gnawingfear on the part of those competentto
contribute with their knowledge gained within years
of study andresearch that whatthey say, or what they
write, if displeasing to the powers that be, could be
vested with retribution. Noris it a fine example for
students if such an atmosphere would inflect the
campus. While there is no particular right of petitioner
violated in the light of the facts as duly found, what
did transpire bodesill for the spirit of free inquiry
which should permeate campuslife.” Justice Frank-
furter in Sweezy vs. New Hampshire, 354 U.S. 234 [1957]

said that professors in natural sciencesis not remotely
confined to findings madein the laboratory. Insights
into the mysteries of nature are born of hypotheses
and speculations. The moresois true in the pursuit
of understanding in the groping endeavors of what
are called the social sciences, the concern of whichis

man and society. The problem that are the respective
preoccupations of anthropology, economics, law,
psychology, sociology andrelated areasof scholarship
are merely departmentalized, dealing, by way of
manageable division of analysis, with interpenetrat-
ing aspectsof holistic perplexities. For society’s good
— if understandingbe an essential need of society —
inquiries into these problems, speculations about
them, stimulation in others of reflection upon them,
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mustbe left as unfettered as possible. Political power
must abstain from intrusion into this activity of
freedom, pursuedin the interest of wise government
and the people’s well-being, except for reasons that
are exigent and obviously compelling. These pages
need not be burdened with proof, based on the
testimony of a numberof impressive witnesses, of the
dependenceof a free society on free universities. This
meansthe exclusion of governmental intervention in
the intellectual life of a university. It matters little
whether such evitably tends to check the ardor and
fearlessness ofscholars, qualities at once so fragile and
so indispensable for fruitful academic labor. (E.
Fernando, The Constitution ofthe Philippines, p. 490)

The freedom of the teacher or research workerin higher
institutions of learning is to investigate and discuss
the problems of his science and to express his
conclusions, whether through publication or in the
instruction of students, without interference from

political or ecclesiastical authority, or from the admin-
istrative officials of the institution in which heis
employed, unless his methodsare found by qualified
bodies of his own profession to be completely
incompetentor contrary to professionalethics.

Religious Freedom versus Academic Freedom

106

True academic freedom as opposedto an unbridled
license to expound andteach one’s religious views
without any limitations wasillustrated in twoanti-
evolution cases in the United States.

Undera Tennesseestatue (Sec. 2344, Code of Tennessee

[1932]), Scopes, a teacher in the public schools of the
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State of Tennessee, was indicted for denying the story
of the divine creation of man, as based on theBible.

The teacherinstead followed the Darwinian theory of
evolution. Upholding the constitutionality of the
statute, the court dwelt on the theistic and materialistic

concepts of evolution. The Tennessee court sustained
the legality of the statute and said: “He (Scopes) was
under a contract with the State to work in aninstitution of
the State. He had no right or privilege to serve the State
except upon such termsas the State prescribed. His liberty,
privilege, his immunity to teach and proclaim the theory of
evolution elsewhere than in the service of the State was no
wise touched by this law.”

The main contention of the appellant wasthat the anti-
evolution act passed by the Tennesseelegislature con-
traveneda State constitutional provision affirming that
“it shall be the duty of the general assembly... to
cherish literature and science.”

Recognizing the moral duty of the State to safeguard
and protect its citizen from unwarranted views, the

court pointed out that the statute was not an exercise
of police power, but an act of the State as “a

corporation, a proprietor, an employer.”

The more important issue was whetheror not this Act
violated the constitutional provision prohibiting the
State from giving any preference to any religious
establishment or mode of worship.

Resolving this issue, the Court said:
“We are not able to see howthe prohibition ofteaching the
theory that man has descendedfrom a lower order ofanimals
gives preference to any religious establishment or mode of
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worship... Beliefor unbelief in the theory ofevolution is no
more a characteristic ofany religious establishmentor mode
of worship that in belief or unbelief in the wisdom of the
prohibition laws.” (154 Tennessee 105, [1927])

The U.S. Supreme Court in a similar case involving
an Arkansasstatute ruled that the “monkey law”is
unconstitutional. The Arkansasstatute prohibited the
teaching of Charles Darwin’stheory of evolution which
asserts that men biologically originated from the
species of monkeys. Mrs. Epperson, a biology teacher,
taughtsaid theory.

In holding that the statute is violative of the freedom
of religion, the Courtsaid thatit is an attemptto blot
out a particular theory, because of its supposed
conflict with the biblical account of man’sorigin.
(Epperson vs. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97 [1968])

In order that persons mayfulfill their proper function,
let it be recognized thatall the faithful, clerical and
law, possess a lawful freedom of inquiry and of
thought and the freedom to express their minds
humbly and courageously about those matters in
which they enjoy competence.

By virtue of the right and obligation of the State to
guard against the introduction of erroneous views, and
to see to it that instruction given in schools shall not
undermine the common good, Congress created a

Board of Textbooks which should have charge of the
selection and approval of books to be used in the
public and private schools. This board wasgiven the
power to prohibit the use of any textbooks which“it
may find to be against the law,or offend the dignity
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d honor of the Governmentand the people of the
Philippiines, or which it mayfind to be against the
general policies of the Government, of which it may
deem pedagogically unsuitable.” (Coquia, Church and
State Lawand Relations, 1989 ed., p. 283)

Keyishian vs. Board ofRegents, 385 U.S. 589 [1967] was
another U.S.decision involving academic freedom.In
1962, faculty members were permitted to continue
their employmentbuton the condition that, now as
state employees, they certify, pursuant to state law,

that they were not or ever had been Communists, or

that they had not taught or advocated the overthrow
of the government by force and violence. Harry
Keyishian and other members of the faculty, facing
dismissal for refusing to comply by signing the req-
uisite certificates, brought suit against the governing
board of the state educational system for declaratory
and injunctive relief. A three-judge federal district
court upheld the constitutionality of the requirement
and plaintiffs appealed.

The Supreme Court finding overbreadth and
vaguenessin the statute, threw out a New Yorkloyalty
oath requiring a denial of Communistaffiliation as a
prerequisite to teaching at a state university. The
Court relied on the fact that the statute could cover
mere membership in a Communist organization,
something less than the constitutionally required
standard of membership plus a “specific intent to
further the unlawful aimsof an organization.”

Human Rights Provisions on Academic Freedom:

Article 26 of the Universal Declaration ofHumanRights reads:

enmumneeeets meses IOQ
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1. Everyonehas the right to education. Education shall be
free, at least in the elementary andfundamentalstages.
Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical
and professional education shall be made generally
available and higher education shall be equally accessible
to all on the basis ofmerit.

Education shall be directedto thefull developmentofthe
humanpersonality andto the strengtheningofrespect
for humanrights andfundamentalfreedoms. It shall pro-
mote understanding, tolerance andfriendship amongall
nations, racial or religious groups, and shallfurther the
activities ofthe United Nationsfor maintenanceofpeace.

Article 13 of the International Covenant on Economic,

Social and Cultural Rights reads:

IIO

1. The State Parties to the present Covenantrecognizethe
right ofeveryone to education. They agree that education
shall be directed to the full development of the human
personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall
strengthen the respectfor human rights andfundamental
freedoms. Theyfurther agree that education shall enable
all persons to participate effectively in a free society,
promote understanding, tolerance andfriendship among
all nations andall racial, ethnic orreligious groups, and
furtherthe activities of the United Nationsfor the main-
tenance ofpeace.

The State Parties to the present Covenantrecognize that,
with a viewto achieving thefull realization ofthis right:

(a) Primary education shall be compulsory and available
free to all;
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(6) Secondary educationin its different forms, includ-
ing technical and vocational secondary education,
shall be made generally available andaccessibletoall
by every appropriate means, and in particular by the
progressive introductionoffree education;

(c) Higher education shall be made equally accessible to
all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate
means, and in particular by the progressive intro-
ductionof free education;

(d) Fundamental education shall be encouraged or
intensified asfar as possiblefor those persons who
have not received or completed the whole period of
their primary education;

(e) The developmentofa system ofschoolsat all levels
shall be actively pursued, and adequate fellowship
system shall be established, and the material condi-
tionsofteaching staffshall be continuously improved.

The State Parties to the present Covenant undertake to
have respect for the liberty of parents and, when
applicable, legal guardians to choose for their children
schools, other than those established by the public au-
thorities, which conform to such minimum educational
standards as may belaid downor approvedby the State
andto ensure the religious and moral education oftheir
children in conformity with their own convictions.

Nopartofthis article shall be construedsoasto interfere
with the liberty ofindividuals and bodiesto establish and

ect educationalinstitutions, subject alwaysto the ob-
servanceofthe principlessetforth in paragraph1 ofthis
article and to the requirementthat the education given
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in such institutions shall conform to such minimum
standards as may be laid down by the State.

RIGHT OF STUDENTS
TO BE ADMITTED TO SCHOOL

II2

The courtsaid that what students possessis a privilege
rather than a right. (Garcia vs. The Faculty Admission
Committee, Loyola School of Theology; 68 SCRA 277
[1975]). The court also said in Ateneo de Manila

University vs. Capulong, (222 SCRA 647 [1993]),

reiterating Garcia vs. The Faculty Admission Committee,
Loyola School of Theology (68 SCRA 277 [1975]) that
admission to an institution of higher learning is
discretionary upon school, the same being a privilege
on the art of the student rather than a right. While
under Education Act of 1982, students havethe right
“to freely choosetheir field of study, subject to exist-
ing curricula and to continue their course therein up
to graduation,” such right is subject, asall rights are,
to the established academic and disciplinary
standardslaid downbythe academic institution. (See
also Tangonan vs. Pano, 137 SCRA 245 [1985]; Magtibay
vs. Garcia, 120 SCRA 370 [1983]).

The matter of admission of studentis within the ambit
of academic freedom and therefor beyond the
province of the courts to decide. (University of the
Philippines, Board of Regents vs. Ligot-Telan, 227 SCRA
342 [1993]).
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LIMITATIONS ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM

In Board ofMedical Education vs. Judge Alfonso, 176 SCRA
69], the Supreme Court sustained the decision

Board of Medical Educationin closing the Phil-
ipp'ine Muslim-Christian College of Medicine for
being * inadequate.” The Court said that being a
matter of lawthat the Secretary of Education, Culture

and Sports exercises the power to enjoin compliance
with the requirements laid down for medical schools
and to mete out sanctions where hefinds that
violations thereof have been committed,it was a grave
abuse of discretion for the respondentjudge to issue
the questioned injunction and thereby thwartofficial
action, in the premises correctly taken, allowing the
College to operate without the requisite government
permit. A single ocular inspection, done after the
College had been pre-warnedthereof, did not, in the
circumstances, warrant overturning the findings of

ore Qualified inspectors aboutthe true state of the
ollege, its faculty, facilities, operations, etc. The

ers of the evaluating team came from the
t sectors in the fields of education and

icine, and their judgmentin this particular area
ainly better than that of the respondent Judge

se sole and only visit to the school could hardly
> given him much more to go on than brief look
physical plant andfacilities and into the conduct

sses and other schoolactivities (Board of
‘edical Education vs. Alfonso, 305 SCRA 176 [1989]).

my “
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In Capitol Medical Center vs. Court ofAppeals, 178 SCRA
493 /1989), the closure of the nursing school was up-
held, after due notice to the DECS, whenits teachers
and students declared strike, refusing to hold classesf f
u
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and take examinations. The school may not be forced
to reopenat the instanceof the striking students. The
court held that the lower court gravely abusedits
discretion in compelling the CMCC to reopen andre-
admit the striking students for enrollment in the
second semesterof their courses. Since their contracts

with the school were terminatedat the end of thefirst
semester of 1987, and as the schoolhas already ceased
to operate, they have no “clear legal right” to re-enroll
and the school has nolegal obligation to reopen and
re-admit them. Noprovision in the Education Act of
1982, nor in the Manual of Regulations for Private
Schools can be, or has been,cited to support the novel

view that a schoolis obligated to remain open until
its students have completed their courses therein.
Indeed, neither is there a law orrule that obligates a
student whohasenrolled in a school, to remain there

until he finishes his course. On the contrary he may
transfer at any time to any school that is willing to
accept him (Capitol Medical Center, Inc. vs. Court ofAp-
peals, 507 SCRA 178 [1989]). In University ofthe Phil-
ippines vs. Judge Ayson, 176 SCRA 571, the Court also
sustained the closure of the U.P. Baguio High School,
on the ground that U.P. wasset up asa tertiary
institution and that the High School wasset up only
as an incidentto its tertiary functions. The court said
that the University of the Philippinesis an institution
of higher learning enjoying academic freedom.Itis
apparent that secondary education is not the
mandated function of the University of the Philip-
pines; consequently, the latter can validly phase out

and/or abolish the UPCBHSespecially so when the
requirements for its continuance have not been met,

Rep. Act No. 6655 to the contrary notwithstanding.
The findings of facts by the Board of Regents which
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led to its decision to phase out the UPCBHS must be
accorded respect, if not finality. Acts of an adminis-
trative agency within their areas of competence must
not be casually overturned by the courts (University of
the Philippines vs. Ayson, 572 SCRA 176 [1989]).

In Non vs. Dames, 185 SCRA 523 [1990], the Supreme

Court reversedits ruling in Alcuaz vs. PSBA, 161 SCRA
7 [1988], declaring that the “termination of contract”
theory in Alcuaz can no longer be used asa valid
ground to deny readmission or re-enrollment to
students whohadled or participated in student mass
actions against the school. The Court held that the
students do not shed their constitutionally-protected
rights of free expression at the school gates. Cited
with approval were the rulings in Malabanan vs.
Ramento, 129 SCRA 359 [1984], and with Villar vs. Tech-

nological Institute ofthe Philippines, 135 SCRA 706 [1985];
Arreza vs. Gregorio Araneta University Foundation, 137
SCRA 94 [1985]; and Guzman vs. National Unversity, 142

SCRA 699 [1986].

The only valid grounds to deny readmission of
students are academic deficiency and breach of the
school’s reasonable rules of conduct. Be that as it may,

in imposingdisciplinary sanctions on students, it was
held in Guzman vs. National University, 142 SCRA 699
[1986] that the following minimum standards of
procedural due process must besatisfied: (i) the

students mustbe informed in writingofthe nature and cause
ofthe accusation against them;(ti) they shall have the right
to answer the charges against them, with the assistance of
counsel, ifdesired; (iti) they shall be informed ofthe evidence
againstthem; (tv) they shall havethe right to adduce evidence

in their own behalf; and (v) the evidence must be duly

15
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considered by the investigating committee or official
designated by the school authorities to hear and decide the
case. See also: Ateneo University vs. Judge Capulong,
222 SCRA 644. Not applicable aforesaid rulings as in
Garcia vs. The Faculty Admission Committee, Loyola School
ofTheology, 68 SCRA 277 [1975] the issue was whether

a female lay student had the right to compel a semi-
nary for the priesthood to admit her for theological
studies leading to a degree], and Tangonan vs. Pano,
135 SCRA 245 [1985] where the issue was whether a

nursing student, who was admitted on probation and
whofailed in her nursing subjects, may compel her
school to readmit her for enrollment.

In Tan vs. Court ofAppeals, 199 SCRA 212, which in-

volved a bitter conflict between the administrators of
Grace Christian High School and the parents of some
students on matters of school policy, the Supreme
Court said that the “maintenance of a morally
conducive and orderly educational environmentwill
be seriously imperiled if, under the circumstances of
the case, Grace Christian High Schoolis forced to
admit petitioners’ children and to reintegrate them
into the student body.

In University ofSan Carlos vs. Court ofAppeals, 166 SCRA
570 [1988], the Court held that it is within the sound

discretion of the university to determine whethera
student may be conferred graduation honors,
considering that the student had incurreda failing
gradein an earlier course she took in school. School
of learning are given ample discretion to formulate
rules and guidelines in granting honors for purposes
of graduation.



In Lupangco vs. Court ofAppeals, 160 SCRA 848 [1988],
Resolution No. 105 of the Professional Regulation
Commission prohibiting examinees for the
accountancy licensure examinations from attending
“any review class, briefing, conference or the like” or

to “receive any hand-out, review material or any tip”
from any school, or any university or any review
center infringes on the examinees’ right to liberty
guaranteed by the Constitution. It violated the
academic freedom of the schools concerned.

In Reyes vs. Court ofAppeals, 194 SCRA 402 [1991], the
Supreme Courtruled that under the U.P. Charter, the
powerto fix admission requirements is vested in the
University Council of the autonomous campus, which

is composedof the President of the University of the
Philippines andofall instructors holding the rank of
professor, associate professor or assistant professor.
Consequently, the University Council alone has the
right to protest against any unauthorized exercise of

its power. Petitioners cannot impugn the directives
of the Board of Regents on the ground of academic
freedom inasmuchastheir rights as university teach-
ers remain unaffected.

In Cagayan Capitol College vs. NLRC, 189 SCRA 658
[1990], it was held that while DECS regulations

prescribe a maximum of three years probation period
for teachers, the termination of the three-year period
does not result in the automatic permanentstatus for

the teacher. It must be conditioned on a showingthat
the teacher's services during the probationary period
wasSatisfactory in accordance with the employer's
standards. The prerogative of the school to provide
standardsfor its teachers and to determine whether

1I7
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or not these standards have been metis in accordance
with academic freedom and constitutional autonomy
which give educationalinstitutions the right to choose
whoshould teach.

In Isabelo vs. Perpetual Help College of Rizal, 227 SCRA
591 [1993], it was held that academic freedom was

never meant to be unbridled license; it is a privilege
which assumesthe correlative duty to exercise its
responsibility. Thus, where the student’s expulsion
wasdisproportionate to his having unit deficiencies
in his CMT course, there is reason to believe the

petitioner’s claim that the school’s action wasstrongly
influenced by the student’s participation in question-
ing PHCR’s application for tuition fee increase.
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